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Large Lehigh Contingent
To Come Here For Game
Reports from Bethlehem, Pa., in-
dicate a large contingent of Lehigh
University alumni and supporters will
be coming to Murray for the Engineers'
NCAA Division 1-AA playoff football
game with the Murray State University
Racers Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Expected to also join them here will
be Lehigh alumni from nearby
metropolitan areas such as
Indianapolis, Louisville, Evansville, St.
Louis, Memphis and Nashville.
One group of 103 will be coming by
chartered plane, landing in Paducah,
and several private planes are ex-
pected to be landing at Murray's Kyle
Field, bringing still others to the
nationally-televised game.
One private plane will be bringing
several sports writers and staff
members from The Globe-Times, the
Bethlehem newspaper.
According to Bill Majors, 817 No. 20th
St. and a 1924 Lehigh graduate, the bulk
of the Lehigh fans will be coming to
Murray in a motor caravan totaling
more than 100 vehicles and including a
number of motor and trailer homes. A
portico of the southern section of the
stadium parking lot is being reserved to
accommodate them.
More than 200 motel and state park
lodge rocrns within a 50-mile radius of
Murray also have been reserved for the
Lehigh fans, and the cottages at




Naming of the "Citrzen of the Year"
will highlight the 53rd annual Murray-
Calloway County Chamber of Com-
merce dinner, to be held at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Dec. 5, at Beshear Gym on
the Murray State University campus.
Tickets for the banquets are $5.25 per
person and reservations must be made
by today.
Principal speaker for the event will
be Joe R. Green, supervisor of em-
ployment of the Pennwalt Corporation.
Green wW speak on the "Free
Enterprises System." Green is a part of
the Pennwalt management team that is
carrying the message of free enterprise
to the nation.
Max B. Hurt, president of the
Murray-Calloway County Industrial
Foundation, will open the meeting with
the invocation. Walt Apperson,
toastmaster and president of the
chamber of commerce, will welcome
guests and briefly outline the work of
the chamber.
Introductions will be made by James
L Johnsen, executive vice president of
the chamber of commerce, and Paul
Klesow, vice president, will present the
"Citizen of the Year" award. The honor
has been given yearly since 1958.
A special tribute will be made to Bill
Barker, retiring superintendent of the
Murray Electric System. Barker has
served several terms on the board
during the last 33 years.
and made available to them, according
to Majors' wife, Marjorie, who is with
the Far Lands Travel Agency in
Murray.
Majors also is involved in
arrangements for a "Lehigh Huddle,"
the traditional get-together of Engineer
fans after Lehigh games. This, he said,
is scheduled for the Holiday Inn, where
many of the Pennsylvanians will be
staying.
Majors, who earned a degree in
chemical engineering at Lehigh, came
to Murray in 1976 from Pittsburg, Pa.,
after retiring as a development
engineer in bituminous coal research.
Mrs. Majors, who was in the travel
agency business in Pittsburgh for 12
years before coming to Murray, opened
the local agency, a grange of the Far
Lands Travel Agency of Mayfield, in
1976.
Roy Kain, U.S. Highway 94 East, also
is a Lehigh alumnus, graduating in 1934
with a degree in industrial engineering.
Kain, retired manager of the local
Fisher Price plant, came to Murray in
1971 when the plant began operation.
Previously, he had been a vice-
president with Moog Inc. for 17 years in
an aerospace controls capacity.
Sam Conner, Lehigh's public in-
formation director, and Joe
Whritenour, its sports information
director, are expected to arrive in
Murray Wednesday to assist Murray
State officials in the preparation and
promotion of Saturday's game,
scheduled to begin at 12:40 p.m.
Lehigh coach John C. Whitehead and
his 48-member Engineer squad will be
headquartered at the Holiday Inn, and
are expected to arrive in Murray
Friday morning. The team is scheduled
for a workout in Stewart Stadium that
afternoon.
Also scheduled for Friday is an
evening meeting of representatives of
both schools with NCAA officials, ABC
television technicians and others in-
volved in the game and its production.
This meeting is scheduled for 8 p.m. in
the Racer Room of Stewart ,Stadium.
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CLOTHES FIRE—Several articles of clothes caught fire Monday afternoon as they were lying too close to a heater at 310
Irian Street. Murray FireDepartment officials were called to the scene where they took the clothes and spread them in the
yard to save the structure. The fire, that occurred around 12:50,.p.m., did some minor damage to a wall, a department
spokesman said. The liaise is owned by Manuel Tharp. No one was injured in the incident, the spokesman added.
Large Iranian Approval Given To Khomeini
By ALEXANDER G. HIGGINS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran I AP ) — Scattered
official returns today showed Iranian
voters gave a massive 99.6 percent
approval to Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's Islamic constitution,
Tehran Radio reported. The new
constitution will make the Shiite
Moslem patriarch Iran's supreme ruler
for life.
Meanwhile, the American hostages at
the occupied U.S. Embassy began the
31st day of their confinement.
Khomeini's militiamen Monday
increased the guard at the compound,
apparently in anticipation of a U.S.
attempt to free the 50 Americans held
captive there by students demanding
the return of the deposed shah. Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said all
the hostages were still being treated
and fed well, and he denied reports that
they were kept tied to chairs.
Iran tried a new economic weapon
'Hanging Of Green'
To Be Tonight After
MSU-Roosevelt Game
"The Hanging of The Green" the
traditional ceremony heralding the
opening of the Christmas Season on the
Murray State University campus, will
be held tonight immediately following
the Murray State-Roosevelt basketball
game in the Arena.
The program, featuring the
university's Madrigal Singers and
during which Murray State President
Constantine W, Curris, will light the
Christmas treeg will be held in the lobby
of Ordway Hall, corner of Olive Blvd.
and North 15th Street
All students, faculty, staff and in-
terested residents from across the
community are invited to attend and
participate in the ceremony, which is
sponsored annually by the student
development office.
The ceremony had been scheduled
originally for Tuesday evening, Dec. 11,
but was rescheduled for tonight
because of the change in the fall
semester final examinations schedule,
which begins Dec. 10.
HELPING THE SCOUTS: Stuart Poston, left, president of the Murray Rotary
Club, presents Boy Scout Troop 13 Scoutmaster Larry Doyle with a check for
PIN as a club contribution to the operation of the troop, which it sponsors. The
presentation was made at a recent meeting of the club.
today in its showdown with the United
States. A reliable oil industry source in
London said his company and others
were notified that Iran, apparently
trying to undercut the dollar, would no
longer take the U.S. currency in
payment for its oil.
The Iranians said they want to be
paid in a "basket" of currencies, the
source said, but he did not know
whether they had spelled out how this
would be denominated. The world oil
trade is transacted in dollars.
In the constitutional referendum, out
of a total of 3,562,703 ballots counted
thus far, only 11,746 were opposed, the
state-controlled radio said. The yes-or-
no, non-secret referendum was con-
ducted Sunday and Monday. The in-
complete results were from 60 Iranian
cities.
It was difficult to predict what the
total figure on turnout would be. Final
official results are not expected before
Thursday. Many political parties and
leaders of ethnic minorities had called
for a boycott.
The charter mandates theocratic
government in this predominantly
Moslem nation, and opponents claim it
will confirm Khomeini as a dictator.
Reports from Isfahan, with a
population of 671,825, said the vote was
38,672 for the constitution and 1,637
against. In the smaller northern city of
Bandar Gavaneh a vote of 13,300-0 was
reported, and in Ardebil, near the
Soviet border, the tally was 50,000-112,
the government said.
Leftist and centrist political parties
had said they would boycott the
referendum as did leaders of the
Kurdish, Arab, Baluchi and .Turkoman
ethnic minorities. The political factions
denounced the constitution as a tool of
dictatorship while the minorities, many
of them Sunni Moslems, opposed it
because Khomeini and his Shiite
Moslems rejected their demands for
autonomous -home rule.
Officials had predicted the boycotts
would have little effect on the outcome
of the vote. At several polling stations,
reporters saw Moslem priests sitting in
front of the ballot boxes instructing
people to "vote yes only." The clerics,
and anyone else who chose to watch,
could see whether voters deposited the
green "yes" ballot or the red "no" vote.
City Leaf Machine
Pickup To Be Free
Free leaf pickup with the city leaf
machine will begin immediately, ac-
cording to Mayor Melvin B. Henley.
City residents should rake the leaves
to the curbside and call either 753-3790
or 753-5127 for the leaf machine. Leaves
may also be bagged and set at the
curbside. The two telephone numbers
-should also be called for bagged leaf
pickup.
Meanwhile, the American hostages
began the 31st day of their confinement,
and a spokesman for the captors denied
reports that eight of the hostages had
been singled out for intensive in-
terrogation in preparation for possible
espionage trials.
However, there was speculation in
Western diplomatic circles in Tehran
that the students were likely to single
out the top officials among the hostages
for more intensive grilling.
1,030 Employed Through
NI/SU Student Programs
A total of 1,030 students at Murray
State University have part-time jobs
through two student employment
programs on the campus this fall to
help in meeting the expenses of at-
tending college.
Joyce Gordon, coordinator of student
employment at Murray State, said the
students are employed up to 15 hours a
week in 111 different employing units.
They earn $2.50 an hour.
She noted that about 45 percent of
them. are employed in areas closely
related to their major fields of study.
The two work programs available to
students at Murray State are:
—Federal Work-Study Program,
which is open to qualified students with
appropriate financial need, skills, in-
terests, and aptitudes.
—University Student Employment
Program, which is designed for
students who do not qualify for the
federal program.
Mrs. Gordon pointed out that student
employment through the two programs
is worked around a student's academic
schedule to provide a source of income
that can be as much as $37.50 a week.
Student employment continues to be
a vital part of student financial aid,"
she said, "and is an excellent way for
students to obtain practical job ex-
perience while enrolled in college."
In the 1978-79 school year, 1,626
students earned $945,283.73 through the
two student employment programs, she
noted with average earnings per
student of $581. A breakdown of the
total shows that 768 earned $416,791.26
through the federal program, while 858
earned $528,492.47 through the
university program.
Applications for student employment
may be obtained in the Student
Financial Aid Office in the basement of
Sparks Hall on the campus.
Carter Supporters Await
Presidential Race Re-Election Announcement
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The pace
of the presidential race picks up speed
tonight in Kentucky when President
Carter makes his re-election an-
nouncement on television.
His state supporters will be gathered
In various homes to watch Carter Make
his formal declaration.
Dale Sights, the Henderson
businessman who headed Carter's 1976
campaign in Kentucky, predicted there
would be at least one party in most
Kentucky counties.
The "home parties," which have
been set up around the country, are the
first large scale, organized activity in
the 1980 Carter campaign.
Supporters of Sen. Edward Kennedy,
13-Mass., said his sister, Eunice Ken-
nedy Shriver, will visit Kentucky on
Dec. 18 to help raise money for his
campaign.
Mrs. Shriver is scheduled to attend a
$2.5-a-person program in Lexington.
said Robert Babbage Jr., one of the
organizers for Kennedy's campaign in
the state.
Babbage said the Kennedy campaign
will announce a Kentucky steel 11,
committee around the first of the year
A "draft-Kennedy" committee
formed by Babbage and Frankfort
attorney Edward Prichard in the 10,11
was disbanded after the senator an-
nounced his candidacy.
Sights said he isn't sure yet how the
Carter campaign will be structured in
Kentucky this time, but he plans to play
an active part.
"I feel extremely confident that
President Carter wW carry the state
dramatically (In the primary)."
Candidates from both parties will
aim their efforts at the May
presidential primary in Kentucky and
the complicated processes that the
parties will use to choose delegates to
the national convention next summer.
Bob Gable, who is working in behalf
of Tennessee Sen. Howard Baker's
campaign for the GOP nomination, said
"we tried very much not to interfere
with the governor's race. The first
phone calls weren't made until after the
today's index 















Clear tonight, lows 30 to 35.
Sunny' breezy and warmer
Wednesday, highs in the upper
508 to low 60s.
election."
Gable, the unsuccessful GOP
gubernatorial candidate in the 1975
race, said the Baker campaign will
formally announce its Kentucky
leaders within a week or so.
Louisville attorney Larry Forgy, also
working for Baker, said telephone
banks will be set up soon in Louisville
and Lexington.
Former U.S. Sen. John Sherman
Cooper of Somerset is another Baker
supporter.
State Republican Party Chairman
Lee Nunn isn't sure what he will do,
explaining that "my wife doesn't think I
should get too deeply involved in
politics for a while."
Nunn was married a few days after
the November election, where his
brother, Louie B. Nunn, lost the
gubernatorial race to John Y. Brown
Jr.
Lee Nunn was working for former
Texas Gov. John Connally's
presidential campaign before leaving
that to join his brother's race for
governor.
Lee Nunn said he did advise the
Connally campaign to name a Ken-
tucky chairman soon.
Little has been heard so far about
former Gov. Ronald Fteagan's cam-
paign in Kentucky. Other Republican
candidates who apparently have no
organized state campaigns as yet are
Rep. Phillip Crane, R-I11.; Sen. Robert
Dole, R-Kan.; and Rep. John Anderson,
R-ni.
Harry King, president of Colonial
Federal Savings and Loan Association
Inc., here, has been state finance
chairman for George Bush since April.
Bush, former CIA director who seeks
the GOP nomination, also has the
support of James Thompson, president
of Glenmore Distillers Co.
Sen. Walter Dee Huddleston, 13-Ky.,
already has said he is supporting
Carter's bid for reelection while Rep.
Carl Perkins, D-Hindman, dean of
Kentucky's congressional delegation, is
backing Kennedy.
Gov.-Elect Brown said he will wait
and see which Democratic candidate
would help Kentucky the most before he
endorses one.
County Convention
For ASC To Be Held
Thursday, Dec. 13
The Calloway County Agricultural
Stablization and Conservation County
Convention will be held Thursday, Dec.
13, at 10 a.m. at the ASCS office, ac-
cording to David E. Riley, County
Executive Director.
Delegates will be the newly elected
Community Committee. The duly
elected delegates will elect one
member to the County Committee for a
three year term. Also a first and second
alternate and chairman and vice
chairman to the County Committee will
be elected.
The elected County ASC Committee is
responsible for local administration of
government farm programs such as
Agricultural Conservation Program,
Commodity Loans, Farm Storage
Facility Loans, Tobacco, Disaster, etc.,
Riley said.
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BOB BANKS, left, top photo, of the Boy Scout's High
Adventure Base located in the Land Between the Lakes, ac-
cepts the donations of $100 from Nancy Adams of the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's Club at the Silver Tea
held by the department for the benefit of the High Adventure
Base. Anyone interested in giving a donation may contact
Zula Sykes, treasurer or any member of the Garden Depart-
ment. In the bouom photo are Zula Sykes and Millie Graves
of the Garden Department at the appointed tea table at the
Silver Tea.
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Tena LaShell Micy Is
Wed To Mr. Rodden
Miss Tena LaShell Bucy,
daughter of Mrs. Gracie Bucy
and the late Kirby Bucy of
Murray, was married to
Raymond Hugh Rodden, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Rodden of Murray, in a fall
ceremony at 10:30 a.m. at the
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. A. H. McLeod
officiated at the double ring
ceremony. A program of
nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Thomas Lamb,
pianist, and Danny Hutson,
vocalist. They were presented
white carnations with baby's
breath.
The ceremony was read in
front of the 15 brass arch
candelabrum flanked on each
side by a brass • spiral can-
delabrum, a basket of white
gladioli, leather leaf, and
white baby's breath, and a
basket of mixed flowers of
sonia roses, leather leaf,
baby's breath, white and
yellow daisies, and brown silk
flowers.
White bows with baby's
breath, white carnations, and
daisies marked the family
pews. The unity candles were
lighted by the mothers of the
bride and groom as they en-
tered and by the couple at the
close of the ceremony.
Bride's Dress
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her brother,
Howard Bucy, who, along with
her mother, gave her in
marriage. She wore an all
white gown of silk organza and
venise lace designed with .an
empire fitted bodice, Queen
Ann neckline, circular skirt
witli a deep ruffle and lace,
-add full bishop sleeves with
deep cuffs accented with lace'.
Her dress had a chapel
train. Her mantilla veil of silk
illusion and matching lace
was accented with tiny seed
pearls. She carried a cascade
bridal bouquet of sonia roses,
baby's breath, starburst white
palms, and ivy.
Miss Lisha Bucy, niece of
the bride, was the maid of
honor. The bridesmaids were
Mary Denny and Janette
Rodden, sister of the groom.
Amy Nesbitt, cousin of the
bride, was flower girl.
The attendants wore floor
length dresses of apricot
chiffon over taffeta designed
with ruffles around the
scooped necklines and bustles
in the back. They all wore
apricot silk rosebuds in their
hair.
The attendants carried
bouquets of whlte porn poms,
peach and yellow porn poms,
brown silk flowers, and baby's
breath. The flower girl carried
a basket with a bow and filled
with sonia rose petals.
Kevin Workman was best
man for Mr. Rodden.
Groomsmen and ushers were
Warren Keith Hopkins, cousin
of the bride, and Van Alan
Bucy, nephew of the bride.
The groom and his at-
tendants wore brown
tuxedoes. The groom's
boutonniere was of a sonia
rose, leather leaf, and baby's
breath. His attendants had
boutonnieres of white car-
nations tipped in peach and
baby's breath.
Craig Skiptunis, nephew of
the groom, was the ring
bearer and carried the rings
on a white satin pillow.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Bucy wore a coral floor
length knit dress designed
with long sleeves and beige
accessories. Mrs. Rodden,
mother of the groom, wore a
baby blue floor length knit
Ur. uiul 11r.s. f{(1.‘trifintl Hugh Midden
dress with matching jacket.
Both mothers wore corsages
of white carnations and baby's
tireath.
Shaun Bucy, niece of the
bride: • and Janna Hopkins.
cousin of the bride, kept the
register. They were presented
corsages of white carnation
and baby's breath.
Reception
The reception was held at
the Community Room of the
North Branch of the People'.
Bank.
The table, overlaid with a .
whit4 cloth with apricot
streamers and bows, was
centered with a floral
arrangement ol silk flowers.
apricot roses, baby's breath,
brown daisies, and yellow
spider mums.
Alice Hopkins, aunt of the
bride, served the three tiered
wedding cake topped with
wedding bells and decorated
with apricot roses and dancing
cherubs sitting Alp a fountain
flowing with apricot colored
water.
Serving the apricot colored
fruit punch was Tonya
Drennon, sister of the bride.
Nuts and mints were also
served.
The couple left later for a
wedding trip to Florida and
are now residing at Atlanta,
Ga.
Out of town guests included
Albert Nanney and Mrs. Mary
Alice Campbell, Paris, Term.:
Mr. and Mrs. David Drennon
and Johnny. Battle Mountain.
Nevada; Mr. and Mrs. john
Drennon. Eddyville; Mrs.
Carol Skipturns and Craig.
Ringoes. New Jersey; Mr. and
Mrs. David Nanney, Benton;
Kevin Workman, Marion:
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FOR WEDNESDAY.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
Don't let worry about
financing stop you from going
ahead with a home im-
provement project. Be in-
novative. Luck on the job.
TAURUS 
kikuir(Apr. 20 to May 20)
A close ally's shifting
viewpoint may be unsettling.
Still, the outlook is good for
romance and the enjoyment Of
leisure activities.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) n49'
If upset about medical costs,
seek another opinion. Be on
the lookout for household
bargains. Income is good, but
expenses heavy.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
You're articulate and
convincing, but a close ally







Is Corning To Big K
Check The Murray






Mrs. Jim Irby and
Mrs. Steve Sammons
Family Shoe Store Murray
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(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124-g
Domestic problems require
a new viewpoint. A financial




(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) irPuA.
Friction in talks with friends
may lead to new insights.
Unexpected news re a work
project. Social life proves
rewarding.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
You'll make career
progress by staying behind the





Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) in'e/t
A friend may prove to be
your best adviser now. Don't




(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) )evriki:
Your aim should be to
further security now. A bold
approach works for career
progress, but stay clear of
risky investments.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
A close ally may feel un-
comfortable at a party. You'll
make new friends, but find out
what's bothering a cutrent
love. Share thoughts. '
AQUARIUS
(Jan. BD to Feb. 18) ''ISr"
Co-workers may be edgy.
Express your ideas to a




(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
It really • doesn't matter
where you go out to eat, as
long as you're together. Take
advantage of an opportunity
for greater closeness.
YOU BORN TODAY have
the ability to commercialize
your artistic talents. You're
an innovator and would not be
happy in a routine job. You





Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB I'm 65
years old and just retired
from the insurance business.
Recently I've been getting a
dull choking pain above the
breastbone, seemingly across
both lungs. Could this be a
lack of oxygen getting to the
lungs' My heart charts show
perfect function. Each day I
exercise in my basement,
skipping, etc.. and never expe-
rience any pain or shortness
of breath. However, as soon as
I go outside and begin a nor-
mal walk of say 100 yards, the
pain starts and varies accord-
ing to the speed of walking.
Occasionally. I feel some pins
and needles in my toes and
fingers which I understand is
due to poor circulation.
DEAR READER -- Any-
body who has choking, dull
pain in the chest should see his
physician and have a good
medical evaluation. It may or
may not be associated with
heart disease.
The fact that you have a
normal electrocardiogram
does not mean that you can't
have heart pain. Many people
who have intermittent heart
pain have perfectly normal
electrocardiograms while
they are at rest. That's why
doctors sometimes have to do
more s'ophisticated tests to
find out what's causing the
chest discomfort. This might
include electrocardiograms
taken with exercise or, in cer-
tain cases, special X-rays of
the CI ironary arteries to the
visas HERE,
Millard Erwin, formerly of
Calloway County, now
residing in Louisville, left
today after spending the past
week with his cousin, Otto




of Murray spoke on the up-
coming legislation of interest
to women at the Nov. 19th
meeting of the Trigg County
BUSiness and Professional
Women's Club held at the
Cadiz Restaurant.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Burroughs of Hardin
was dismissed Nov. 17 from
the Marshall County' Hospital,
Benton.
heart muscle
Heart pain is not consistent
That's why it's so hard to tell
from the story alone in main(
instances what a person has
If you're havupg heart pain
associated With exertion, it
should occur in your basement
as well as outside walking.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 2-10.
ttack 'Myocardial
INGRAM It) \
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Ingrain,
100 Sweetbrier Drive, Moss
Creek Cayce, S. C., are the
parents of a baby boy,
Brandon Calib, weighing eight
pounds three ounces, born on
Tuesday, Nov. 27, at a hospital
in Columbia, S. C.
The mother, the former
Donna Jacks, is on leave from
the Columbia School System.
Dr. Ingram is associate
director in the Division of
Research in the College of
Business Administration at
the University of South
Carolina.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. J. F. Ingram of Slocomb,
Ala., and Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Jacks of Murray. A maternal
great grandmother is Mrs.
Cleo Steen of Vicksburg, Miss.
Infarction, Angina Pectoris.
so you can have a better idea
of the symptoms these prob-
lems cause. Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. I' 0
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
Heart attacks do not cause
tingling such as pins and nee-
dles in the fingers and toes
Overbreathing or hyperventi-
lation may. and it can also
cause chest discomfort. Often
hyperventilation is associated
with anxiety. I wouldn't be
surprised if you were anxious
in view of having some chest
discomfort and not knowing
what's causing it.
I note that you live in Cana-
da. In some people, walking in
cold weather and particularly
into a cold wind will precipi-
tate chest pain from heart
disease Then people who
have asthma may not tolerate
exertion and cold combined
That may have something to
do with the difference in your
tolerance to walking outside
as opposed to exercising in
your basement.
In any case, I would recom-
mend weight control, not
smoking cigarettes and, must
important, seeing your doctor
to discuss what your problem
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Events For Community Calendar
Tuesday. Dee, 4
Shower for Philip and
Vickie Jones and children
whose home was destroyed by
fire will be held from 9:30 a.111.
to 7 p.m. _ at the Dexter
Community Center.
- --- --
Murray TOPS take off
. pounds sensibly Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Health Center.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house with
Euple Ward of Need Line as
speaker.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
annual Kappa Children's
Christmas Party at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for (;irls
will meet at 7 p.m, at the lodge
hall.
- - 
Annual fall concert of
Murray State University
Syniphony Orchestra will be
at 8:15 p.m. at the Lovett.
Auditorium. This is free and
open to the public.
. _
Murray State will .., play
Roosevelt University in a
basketball game at the Sports
Arena at 7:30 p.m.
  -
Art Exhibit, sponsored by
Murray State University
Housing Programming
Council, will be on display
today through Dec. 6 from 6 to
If p.m. in Hart Hall.
Tuesday, Dec. 4
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Church will meet at
the home of Sharon Owens,
1602 Belmont, at 7 p.m. •
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. -
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m, at
the home of Susie Cathey.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Paul Lyons and
Dorothy with Mrs. Toni
Hogancamp, both at 10:30
a.m., and Bea Walker with
Mrs. Don Robinson at 7:30
p.m.
Deadline for reservations
and for paynient of tickets to
the Christmas Ladies Day
luncheon on Dec. 12 at the
Murray Country Club will be
today. Tickets may be picked
up and paid for at the green




Women will have a potluck
luncheon for mission em-
phasis at 12 noon at the
church.
Ladies day luncheon at oaks
Country Club will be held at 12
noon with Mary Bogard and
Polly Seale as chairmen.
Bridge hostess will be Virginia
Jones.
BOBBIE CHILDRESS, left, was the winner of the afghan
given away at the HoUy Berry Bazaar held at the First
Presbyterian Church. Betty Robertson, right, made the
presentation. She and the women of the church expressed
their appreciation for the support of the community which
enabled them to fulfill their mission to the church and their
contributions to local organizations.
CIM41:10'`4 Ctr'4irt:=?-4 10%!-4 ttPf.4
r - The
MONEY TREE
Is Coming To Big K
Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
SNARON CARLISLE, /Amager Jackie Weatherford, Reservatiaist
Chita& Sides Cesisettents: Wiliers S. Refer, hieriorie M. 
Meier
711 Main St., Murray /53-GOGO (4646)
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MOIL THUM FRI.
We Write AirTickets For All Airlines While You Wait sots! s,
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
We Honor The Same Credit Cards
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Hours: 9-9 Until Christmas
Wednesday, Dec, 5
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce will
have its 53rd banquet at
Beshear Gym, Murray State
University, at 6:30 p.m
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
Missions organizations of
the Flint Baptist Church are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
theehurch.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Honie Energy Conservation-
-"Winter Weather Survival"
will be the subject of the
consumer lesson by Dr. Joan
U. Maupin at the Douglas
Community Center from 10
a.m. to 12 noon for the
Nutrition Program for the
Elderly.
Recital by Murray State
University Faculty Brass
Quintet will be held at 8:15
p.ni. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 10 a.m. at the
Ellis Comdiunity Center with
the lesson to be on "Finish
Berry Baskets" or make any
Christrnas decoration. Each is
to bring a sack lunch with
Coffee furnished by Nova
Douglas.
South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
at 10 a.m. at the home of Clara
Jean Paschall.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at the Hazel
Community' Center from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. with blood
pressure check at 12:30 p.m.,
Alston Norwood demon-
strating and showing wood
carving at 1 p.m., and l'unch
served at 11:45 a.m.
Acteens of First Baptist
Church, Debbie Bell, leader,
will conduct a candlelighting
service and mini-drama at the




meet at 7 p.m. at the South
Pleasant Grove Church.
Welcome Wagon Club will
have a potluck supper foi-
members and their families at
6:30 p.m. at the Community
ROOM, North Branch, Peoples
Bank.
Christmas dinner for all
units of the Woodmen of the




h Gene & Jo's
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have this month's meeting on
Thursday, Dec. 6, at 7:30 p.m.
at Gene and Jo's Florist,' South
Fourth Street Extended,
Murray.
This is a change in the
regular monthly meeting time
of the club which normally
meets on the fourth Thursday
of each month. Mrs. John
Irvan, departmental co-
chairman, urges all members
to note the December change.
Mrs. Irvan said Thursday's
meeting will be an open
meeting and all members are
invited to bring guests.
Hostesses will be Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Mrs. Joe
Rigsby, Mrs. Henry Fulton,
Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo, Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, and Mrs.
.Ralph McCuiston.
CLIP COUPON ME IIII =111











It HF Est t xTBA • 'NET WEIGHT BEFORE COOKING
Thursday, Dec.6
Golden Age Club will meet
at 12 noon at the First United
Methodist Church for the
Christmas dinner.
Garden Department,
Murray Woman's Club, will
nieet at 10 a.m. for a workshop
for the card party in March. A
potluck luncheon will be
served at noon t;ith the
meeting to follow at 1 p.m.
including a fun gift exchange.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at 8 p.m. at the
library.
First Baptist Church Week
of Prayer Program will be at
10 a.m. in the Fellowship Hall.
Adult II Department of First
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas dinner at the
Fellowship Hall at 6 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
with its Christmas exhibit.
The public is invited.
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
is scheduled to be open from I
to 3 p.m.
- Christmas Craft Ba-zzar,
sponsored by . Housing
Prefaniming Council at
MSU, will open at the Hart
Hall Coffeehouse at 7 p.ril
Christ m as Dinner
Planned Thursda
For It .00dnien
The Christmas dinner for all
units of the Woodmen of the
World will, be held Thursday,
Dec. 6, at 6:30' p.m. at the
WOW Hall, South Third and
,Maple Streets, Murray.
All food will be furnished by
the Woodmen 'units. Included
on the program will be the
joint installation of officers.
singing of Christmas carols.
and the arrival of Santa Claus
All Woodmen and their
families are invited to attend.
a spokesman said.
1)ebbie Shapla Give,
Lesson it Meet it
The Walston Home
"Etiquette Today" was.1')t
subject of the lesson preser •
by Debbie Shapla, presid,
at the Nov. 13th meeting of
Colntryside Homernak cr.!,
Club held at the home
Monica Walston.
Fay Ward presented a
on -Budget Decorating," arid
Lynda Ward gave a lesson Of'
"Nutrition."
The devotion was giver.
Carolyn Enoch who also
the (-door prize.
A potluck. of soup
sandwicheS served.
Plans were made tr,[
Christmas party for
members and spouses
Saturday, Dec. 8, at 6
the home of Wanda Henry.
The next regular meeting ,t
the club will be a breakfast ,
Tuesday, Dec. 11, at 8 a
Gifts will be exchanged.
Also present at the
November meeting were
Wanda Barrett and Patr, .
Ward.
BLACK GM I.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grant
Black, Box 144, Hardin, art
the parents of a baby girl.
Emily Dawn, weighing sever
pounds 14 ounces, ineasurirg
2034 inches, born on Friday.
Nov. 30, at 2:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway Cour
Hospital.
The father is a brick ma,
with Bolen Masonry. .1
mother is the former Patsy
Burkeen.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Dan Black of
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs. .1. B
Burkeen of Murray Route 1
Paternal gitat grandpare'
are Mrs. Lois Black and EH
late Robert Kello Black (if
Hardin and Mr. and Mrs
James Hugh Burkeen 0I
Dexter Route I. Maternal
great grandparents are Mrs
Dixie Workman and the late.
John Workman of Murray.
and Mrs. Ola Burkeen arid the
late Barnes Burkeen of Alma
Thursday , Dec.6
• 'Z," a French film will be
shown at 1:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
in the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
The introduction will by Prof.
Bertrand Ball of the MSU
Department of Foreign
Languages.
West Fork Baptist Church
WMU will have a breakfast at
8 amt, at the home of Beverly
Carter.
Zeta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Gene & Jo's





The United Methodist Youth
Fellowship, Sub-District, will
meet Thursday, Dec. 6, at 7
p.m. at the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
Plans for the Christmas
activities will be made, and all
members .and interested






SUNDAYS 1 TO 5
West Side Court Square
TONY LAMA •NOCONA *JUSTIN •DAN POST •COW TOWN *TEXAS •ACME
VERNON'S
HALF PRICE SALE!
*All Boys & Men's Jeans (Levis, Wranglers, Lees and other brands)
*All Denim-Khaki & Corduroy Jackets
•All'Overalls (to size 66)
*All Men's and Boys Casual Shoes
*All Leather Moccasins .
•All Women's Handmade Leather Handbags
*Verde and Freeman Side Zipper Dress Boots and Dingo Side Zipper
Dress Boot.
*Gun Holsters & Belts
1 Whole Wall Ladies, Mens, Womens & Childrens
Clothing 1 /2 Price Or Less
This 1/2 Price Sale Good Wed.-Sumn.
Register For Free Po n y Complete With Saddle
Bridal & Pad.
To Be Given Away Christmas Eve




STORE CHECK  "VAAAAAA.
1 Check Per Item
Bearer of this Check
Use this Check for $ 1 500
OFF
Any Purchase Of Herman or Redwing










"We Dress People and Horses"
Shoe and Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services
"Boots and Shoes For Every Activity Under The Sun"
•HANG'EM HIGH•HERMANN•CHIPPEIVA•WOLVERINE•THOROGOONFRYE•APACHE•DINGO
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Agree Or _Not By S.C. Van Curon
1980 Session An
Unknown Quantity
FRANKFORT — The 1980 session of
the General Assembly is an unknown
quantity.
Gov. elect John Y. Brown Jr. has as
yet to spell out his legislative program.
He has given bare bones direction
during his campaign and since. He
promised Kentucky Education
Association to pass its long-sought
professional negotiations bill with a
strong no-strike clause. He also has
said he would simplify the state income
tax forms for taxpayers, and has
pledged support to education and health
and welfare, but has not been definitive
on the last two. .
He promised during his campaign to
let the legislature be independent and
that he would not take any part in
selecting its leadership. He has adhered
to that promise to date. However, at the
pre-legislative conference he told the
legislators. or inferred as much, that he
would step in if necessary with the
warning that he has had power and
knows how to use it.
Legislators gained more in-
dependence in the 1978 session when
they examined Gov. Julian Carroll's
budget thoroughly and made some
minor changes and issued some war-
nings.
The Black Sheep Squadron in the
Senate gained all top leadership posts
except one, and this may indicate that
these new leaders are going to exert a
lot of independence.
Majority Floor Leader-elect John
Berry has been known in the past as
somewhat of a maverick and has been a
champion of the bottle bill that requires
deposits on all soft drink containers. He
has been unsuccessful in the past, but is
expected to make another try in 1980.
Gov. Julian Carroll opposed the bill
and thwarted its passage.
Berry also has championed some
consumer bills and has been a steadfast
opponent of the governor controlling
the legislative process.
Over in the House, it is a different
story. Carroll's loyal leadership won
the two top posts. William Kenton as
House speaker for a third term, and
Bobby Richardson as majority floor
leader for the third time. These are the
key posts in the House.
What remains to be seen is whether
the leadership in both branches of the
legislature work a smooth-working
coalition to carry out a program or
disagree on bills, especially concerning
workmen's compensation insurance
that Brown has pledged to change. This
will be one of the top issues of the
Low Down FROM THE
By Joe Crump
session.
As of midweek Brown had not met
with the budget planners or even in-
dicated any interest in the work to date.
He did say shortly after his election that
he may opt for operating government
on the present budget, and not writing a
new one this session. This is provided
for in the constitution.
He could choose several routes. One
would be to merely appropriate sup-
plemental money in some areas. He
could wait and call a special session
later in the fiscal year, or even wait
until the beginning of the next fiscal
year to adopt a budget. Or, he could
operate on the present budget up into
1981 when a special session is likely to
be called to reapportion the state after
the 1980 census is completed. He could
propose a budget in 1981 for only one
fiscal year. He has said that he wants to
get a handle on state income before he
acts.
The 1980 General Assembly does not
have to meet in continuous session for
60 legislative days because of the
constitutional amendment adopted in
November that permits recesses. but
must end its work by April 15.
This gives the legislature time to
override any of the governor's vetoes.
an opportunity it hasn't had in the past.
131,1,1s must be signed by the governor,
become law-without his signature, or be
vetoed 10 days after passage. In the
past, most bills have been passed in the
fading days of the session, and time has
run out on the legislature, aborting
their opportunity to override a veto.
The legislature can reserve enough
days at the end of the session to get an
opportunity to override a veto.
There are some interesting
possibilities presented for 1980.
WRITE A LETTER
LuilerS it thc editor are ii.elcomed
and encouratzed. All letters must be
signed by the iv riter and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for -verifii.atien. The phone
number will not be published,
letters should ,be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topes of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor. The Murray Ledger &






MAZZOLI (Ky.) ". . .1 recently noted
with regret that President Carter has
proposed to establish an Office of
Families within the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
"I have written to President Carter
and Secretary Harris asking that the
creating of the Office be reconsidered."
(Excerpts from the letter follow):
The President of the Unifed States.
The White House. Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. President: I am writing to
express my concern over your proposal
to establish an Office of Families within
the Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare.
To my way of thinking the family
along with other institutions such as our
Churches, have a unique role to play in
our American system of government.
The Constitution — and the Amend-
ments to it — remove the federal
government from those aspects of our
lives which are, at once, most im-
portant and most private.
Establishing an "Office of Families"
would in my judgment simply create
further problems for the American
family creating an agency with
capacity for intruding and meddling in
the private and personal lives of every
American.
For these reasons, I urge you to






ROUSSELOT (Calif.) ". . . Mr. Carter
has now endorsed a new plan to create
an Office of Families within the area of
Health, Education, and Welfare, the
new name of which we now understand
will be the Department of Health and
Human Services... Apparently, it is the
President's opinion that big Govern-
ment, not the parents or church can
best cope with the problems of family
life. Will his proposed Office of
Families regulate the number of
children and of which sex will be alloted
to each family, govern their social lives
and set formulas for the sharing and
distribution of family love, as the
Department of Energy did, with
gasoline supplies?. . ."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
We quote Patricia Hams. Secretary
of HEW; "Negative editorial writers
will be very surprised because the new
Office of Families is going to look not
just at traditional families. For
example, there are many places in this
country that are very antichildren in
terms of rental housing."
Proof that the Office of Families will
dig into every aspect of family life. The
regulation of American families is
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6arrott's (;alley
By M. C. Garrott
All Of A Sudden It Is Time
To Fill The Bird Feeders Again
All of a sudden, it's time to fill the
bird feeders again. Winter can't be far
away. This chilling thought was
brought to mind one foggy morning last
week while surveying the dripping birth
of a new day from the coziness of the
heating duct nearest our back door.
Outside three big old Bluejays were
angrily fussing at the world in general
from perches near our two empty
feeders in the little, I.uther Jackson
maple just off the patio..
Seeing me at the door, they nervously
flitted around from branch to branch
for a few seconds as if to say, "Hey,
fellow! When are you gonna fill these
things? Don't you know it's almost
wintertime?"
Then, disgustedly, they sailed away,
apparently to check on another favorite
feeding place and hoping its owner was
a more thoughtful provider.
Bluejays like sunflower seeds, and I
enjoy watching them hold one in their
claws and peck away at the goodies
inside. They don't get many of these at
my feeders, however, because I'm a
cracked corn man, occasionally. picking
up a bag of sunflower seeds and
rationing them out in the cracked corn
simply for the Bluejays.
I'm glad they've reminded me to fill
the feeders. The thought hadn't crossed
my mind with all the things going on
this fall — the great season Mike
Gottfried and his Murray State Racers
had and are still having, the Glendale
Road project and how nicely it is
shaping up and popping popcorn at the
Murray High football game as a faithful
parent booster for Buddy Light's fine
Tiger band. Spare time has been a
rarity.
+++++
I have a suggestion:
Let's put Mayor Melvin Henley and
his new city streets foreman, Robert
Butler, in charge of the 641 project
north from Kenny Imes' place to
Benton.
III bet you they would have the thing
finished and traffic moving over it
before you could snap your seat belt--
judging from the way they went at
putting the new street through on
Glendale between South 9th and 641
South.
When all the work started on Glen-
dale about six weeks ago, those of us"
living along the stretch shuddered at
the possibility of having to go through '
no telling how many months of dust,




During my campaign for Lieutenant
Governor of Kentucky, it was my
pleasure to visit in your wonderful
county. The hospitality shown to me
each time was very warm and genuine.
I cannot find the words to express my
heartfelt thanks to your fine citizens for
that friendship. I do regret, however,
that there just wasn't time to meet each
and every one of the fine residents of
Murray Ledger & Times
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your county.
Those that supported my candidacy
no doubt recognized the sincere com-
mitment to Kentucky and its people
that I carried throughout the campaign.
That commitment still lies deep in
my heart. As a matter of fact, it has
been strengthened by the support and
trust displayed by thousands on
Election Day.
We must continue to care about our
state and its people. We must continue
to strive for a better Kentucky,. .and we
will.
Thank you for this opportunity- of
saying "Thank You'''to your readers -
and for the honor of calling the people of
your great county my friends, and may
God bless you and yours in the times
ahead.
My sincere best wishes,
Harold Rogers
• Candidate for Lt. Governor
Bible Thought
Blessed is the man whom thou
cliooseth, and rausest to approaeh Unto
Thee, and that he may dwell in they
courts. — Psalm 65:4.
"I was glad when they said unto me:
laa us go into the house of the Lord."
We are always welcome in any house of
wfrship.
Our fears were based on judgments
made on experiences with similar
projects in the area like the present 641
North mess and the torn up bridges at
Clarks River just south of town on 121
and how they have dragged on. . and
on. . .and on. . . and on, much to the
chagrin of all who pass that way on any
regular basis
But that hasn't been the case on
Glendale. Mr. Butler and his men
moved right in—on top of the tree
cutters, in fact -- and in less than six
weeks the road, a nice white-rock road,
was in.
They were gone almost as quickly as
they appeared — moving on to another
Street jotl elsewhere sin town.
-4-++
First came the bulldozers to push out
the tree stumps and to cut out the road.
Then came two big earth movers to
take dirt here and put it there. A new
drainage setup with huge new conduits
was put in down near Johnny Reagan's
place to handle the water flow, ex-
tremely heavy at times.
Next came a rumbling stream of big
trucks with bank gravel to form a base
for the road, all packed into place by
the bulldozer tracks and the heavy
"sheepsfoot" roller.
Some heavy rains helped pack all this
firmly before Mr. Butler and his people
brought in several inches' thickness of
white rock, graded it into place and
packed it down. Again, the rains came
and helped with the packing.
Then the ditches were cleaned out
and big limestone riffraft put along
some of the banks to hold back erosion
— and that was it. That's the way the
new stretch will be left until next spring
or summer when theN come back and
pave it into two, 14-foot-wide lanes.
+++++
I never dreamed the job would have
been completed so quickly and was
amazed at the progress they made each
day. The men were cc the job at 7
o'clock every morning and worked until
dark six days a week. No one loafed.
They really kept moving.
We still miss the trees along Glen-
dale, but we'll get used to that, I sup-
pose, but credit goes where credit is
due. They have done a good job on
Glendale. As new roads go, we have a .
nice one, and we got it quickly, too.








The Story Of —242
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1978
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Fortunate men and women to win the DI Imicratic nominations
oh .August, 193.3, were.: I Lill Hood, county attorney. Neale',
county court clerk; E. P. Phillips, county judge.; Carl B. /Origins,
sheriff; Claude E. Miller, circuit court clerk; Waylon Rayburn, state
repr..c'sentative, and Conrad Jones,  jailer. The 'lectit ,» turnout was a




The earlier notice in a New York financial paper that a- dam
would be constructed across Tennessee River at Aurora created a
wave of enthusiastic support from the hundreds of jobless people
in Calloway County as well as representative's bone business and
professional groups. Over 251 enthusiastic boosters organized the
Aurora Dam Club Jan. 11, 19347 many of whom were political and
business leaders from Calloway Counts'. When news from, Wash-
ington verified Prciitlent F. D. Roosevelt's approval of titans for
a dam at Aurora, provided the Tennessite Valley Authority approved
the venture, citizens were convinced something was in the works.
Rep. W. V. Gregory of the First Congressional District subsequently
verified that funds for the hydroelectric project had been allocated
in an appropriation bill approved by Congress.
Despite the ravaging effects of the depression, Calloway County.
Fiscal Court announced the county was free of all public debt. Prior
to the depression, citizens heartily supported a conservative fiscal
policy for diet county; subsequently, the reverse has generally pre-
vailed. At the same time the City: of Murray adopted a much pub-
licized policy of "pay as you go." In the years of the depression,
county and city' government lent meager assistance to financially
distressed citizens as it had not been a policy of local government
to care for its people in need. Charitably: efforts had always been
relegated to the efforts of church organizations, neighborhoods and
individuals. When the citizenry were no longer able to carry the
relief load, the federal government stepped in to provide 106 needy
women with employment thr,aigh the federal relief agencies. Al-
though the federal government had begun to take up thwiterref load,
an independent citizens group urged all households to comb every
.nook and cranny about their residences for any excess clothing that




10 1 ears Ago
Richard Allen Baker, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles M. Baker, enlisted in the
United States Air Force on Dec. 3 and
will go to Lackiand Air Force Base,
Texas, for basic training.
Deaths reported include Gene
Sttinley Outland, 35, P. M. Arrmstrong,
76, Jesse H. Holley, 61, and Mrs. Nei/
Cloys, 59.
The Murray Civitan Club will begin
its Claxton Fruit Cake Sale on Dec. 8
Births reported include a girl to Sp5
and Mrs. Johnny Outland, Jr., on Nov
29, and twins, a boy and girl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Keys McCuiston on Dec. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Madison Jones
celebrated their 25th wedding an-
niversary with a family reunion at their
home on Nov. 30.
Mrs. A. B. Crass, home economics
teacher at Murray High School, at-
tended a Consumer Education
Workshop at the State Office Building,
Frankfort, on Dec. 1.
20 1 ears A1.4-0
The Civic Improvement Organization
made plans for the beautification and
plannihg,,of some greenery in and
around the'roart square at the meeting
held on Dec. 2.
Deaths reported include Claude
Emerson, 50.
E. B. Howton, head of the Agriculture
Department at Murray State College,
was guest speaker at the Parent and
Son Banquet held by the Hazel Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America at
the MSC Student Union Building on
Dec. 2. Honorary degrees were con-
ferred upon L. J. Hill, Marvin Hill.
Bobby Latimer, and Emmett Erwin
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Lonnie Garland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Donelson, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Roberts, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Dowdy.
In high school basketball games
Kirksey beat Hazel and Mayfield beat
Lynn Grove. High scorers were
Edwards for Kirksey, Erwin for Hazel,
Seavers for Mayfield, and McCallon for
I arm Grove.
Velveeta cheese is listed at two
pounds for 79 cents in the ad for
Johnson's Grocery this week. .
30 Years Ago
Murray Fire Chief William Spencer
has accepted the state chairmanship of
the Fire Prevention Committee, but
said it would not interfere wih his duties
here.
A fire on Dec. 2 caused extensive
damage to the Ernest Jones' home on
Miller Avenue which is occupied by.
Dean and Mrs. Matt Sparkman.
W. P. Roberts, local florist, said that
the unusually dry weather for this time
of year is causing untold damage to
plants and shrubbery in Murray and
Calloway County.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat New Concord and Benton
beat Murray Training. High scorers
were Joe Miller for Almo, Clayton
Steele for New Concord, Flatt for
Benton, and Magness and Jackson for
Murray Training.
Showing at the Capitol is "Top 0' the
Morning" starring Bing Crosby, Ann
Blyth, Barry Fitzgerald, and Hume
Cron yn.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Dec. 4, the 3.38th
day of 1979. There are 27 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1945, Congress approved American
participation in the United Nations.
On this date:
In 1783, George Washington, quitting
as commander in chief, had a farewell
dinner with his officers in New York.
In 1851, a workers' rebellion broke out
in Paris and was suppressed by Louis
Napoleon. The event is known in
French history as the "December
Fourth Massacre."
In 1942, American bombers struck the
Italian mainland for the first time in
World War II.
In 1975, President Gerald Ford ended
his meeting with Chinese leaders in
Peking without achieving any
significant breakthroughs.
In 1977, Iraq walked out of the Arab
summit in Tripoli, breaking the united
front against Egypt's peace moves with
Ten years ago, President Richard
Nixon said Clement Haynesworth
would remain chief judge of the 4th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals even though
the Senate rejected him as a Supreme
Court justice.
Five years ago, a Dutch chartered
plane crashed in Sri Janke, killing all
191 persons aboard.
One year ago, Iran's oil production
was reported down one-third as anti-
shah protests escalated.
Today's birthday: Philanthropist
Stewart Mott is 42.
Thought for today: A woman is
constantly inspiring a man to do great
things, and then preventing him from























































































































Power saw or no power saw,
there conies a tune in the life
of every do-it-yourselfer when a
handsaw is required.
It is well, therefore, to know
how to use a handsaw properly.
And if you do not have one in
your workshop and intend to
get one, you can make a better
selection if you know something
about the subject.
The size of a saw is deter-
mined by the length of the
blade in inches, the most popu-
lar sizes for ordinary- work
being 24 and 26 inches. For
regular projects, what is called
a -fine" saw is best, since it
produces smooth, accurate cuts
in seasoned wood. When doing
a considerable amount of rough
cutting, especially with green
wood, a "coarse" saw is faster.
The more teeth per inch, the fi-
ner the saw; the fewer the
teeth, the coarser. Those with 8




A crosscut saw, as the name
implies, cuts across the gram,
which is the kind of cutting you
usually will do. So. if you want
only a single saw, the best bet
would be a crosscut that is 26
inches long with 8 points to the
inch. A ripsaw is needed if you
do much cutting with the grain.
When you make a line on the
wood where the cut is to be,
always cut on the waste side of
the line. If you cut exactly on
the line, the piece will be too
short. This is a good time to
remind you of the carpenter's
admonition to measure every-
thing twice.
Support the wood well, using
sawhorses or clamps or a vise.
About 45 degrees is the correct
angle between the saw and the
work for crosscutting, about 60
degrees for ripsawing. To start
a cut, draw the saw towards
you a few times, extending
your forefinger along the side
of the handle for better control.
Once the cut has been started,
use forward strokes, firmly but
without excessive pressure. The










Is Coming To Big K
Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details
•
From the floor up,
homes are taking exciting
directions these days.






new trends in colors and
color combinations for
your floors.. new designs





Daily we're asked a lot
of questions about car-
pets, and we're always
glad to come up with an-
swers that can help. They
may be decorating
questions, having to do
with what colors and tex-
tures are right for a par-
ticular decor, whether it's
Mrs. Joe W. Smith
Early American or
modern Spanish. Or they
may be questions about
carpet fibers, and which
is best for a particular
place or purpose.
We'll be answering
many of those questions
each week in this column.
We'll talk about the new
technology and what it
means to the carpet
buyer, new color trends,
useful things to know in
buying or caring for your
carpets. Look for us
weekly.
And be sure to look us
up when you want to see
the finest new carpets
and rugs on display.
There is more to see than
ever before in today's
new era of carpeting.
From helpful advice to
the best selection and
value, we're here to serve
you.
Joe Smith Carpet



















the baek strokes, whereas the
ripsaw works well only on the
forward strokes.
A sharp saw is a safe saw.
When there is the slightest sign
that the saw is not cutting as
smoothly or easily as it did in
the past, have it sharpened
and, if necessary, reset.
Aniong the many other saws
on the market, those you are
likely to have some use for
when engaging in special proj-
ects are the compass or key-
hole saw, the web or turning
saw, the coping saw and the
hacksaw. The compass or key-
hole is for cutting curves or
straight-sided holes: the web or
turning for cutting irregularly
curved shapes; the toping for
cutting irregular shapes and in-
tricately curved patterns, espe-
cially in thin wood; and the
hacksaw —a thin, crosscut saw
with fine teeth, stiffened by a
thick back -- for fine, accurate
work.
( Detailed information on do.-
it-yourself repair jobs is con-
tained in Andy Lang's hand-
book, "Practical Home Re-
pairs," which can be obtained
by sending $1.50 to this news-
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THE MAIN LEVEL OF THIS TRI-LEVEL home has an
shaped living-dining rixim. The upper level features
three bedrooms a it h walk-in cksets The main feature of the
lower level is a spacious family room, with one whole wall
devoted to Ow hreplace Plan I-IAll 266 has I.459-square-
feet For more information write—enclosing a stamped. self-
addressed eic. clop., to architect Carl F: (;aiser, 25600
Telegraph Southfield. Mich 45034.




shop the world know that Ital-
ian textiles are tops in quality
and style. They can see things
in shops there that are not
available at home.
But now, stay-at-home Ameri-
cans are going to be able to
judge Italian design for them-
selves. As a result of Italian ef-
forts to increase exports to the
United States, more American
retailers are beginning to sell
Italian bed linens, towels, up-
holstery fabrics, table linens,
curtains and draperies.
For the past three years, in-
creasingly large numbers of
textile manufacturers have
been taking part in a New York
trade show of home textiles
sponsored by the Italian gov-
ernment. This year in Novem-
ber, 40 manufacturers showed
their wares to 800 of this coun-
try's retailers and wholesalers.
The results, according to Dr.
Luca 1Ftostagno, a deputy Ital-
ian trade commissioner, "were
fabulous for the curtain and
drapery producers and satisfac-
tory for the others." Virtually
all the important department
stores sent representatives, he
said. And despite the high cost
of the textiles, a factor which
has slowed sales growth, it is
evident that more Italian home
textiles will be seen and sold
here in the near future.
The reasons for this success
are not hard to find.
'Italian products are exciting
and stylish. And by coming to
the U.S. and showing here in a
group, these manufacturers
have made it considerably eas-
ier for stores to make their ac-
quaintance and to do businegs
with them," said Don Graeber,
vice president of Macy's, San
Francisco.
Besides Macy's, other stores
which have begun selling luxu-
ry textiles from Italy include
Bloonungdale's,Marshall Field,
Jordan Marsh in Boston, Hig-
bee's in Cleveland and Ber-
gdorf Goodman.
The experience of the Bas-
setti Company, one of the ex-
hibitors at the textile fair, is an
example of the possibilities for
Italian design in the U.S. Al-
though a large manufacturer in
Europe, Bassetti was not sell-
ing its products in the U.S. pri-
Dr to its exhibit at the first
trade fair three years ago.
This year, the company con-
luded an agreement with
Springs Mills and the first Bas-
setti sheets are now being sold
by Springs to American retai-
lers. They should be available
in retail stores by early spring.
Using a technique perfected
in Italy, the sheets are printed
with a different pattern on each
gide. After its first collection of
two designs, Springs will in-
troduce later in 1980 a collec-
tion of four additional Bassetti
patterns. Eventually table-
cloths, napkins and probably
bedspreads will be part of the
Bassetti Collection.
After the first introduction,
the products will be designed in
Italy by Bassetti designers, but
produced in the U.S. by
Springs, said a Bassetti spokes-
man.
Besides Bassetti, other Ital-
ian names which have become
known to Americans include
Tai and Rosita Missoni — who
designed sheets for Fieldcrest
in addition to their widely,
known, costly apparel knits —:
T.J. Vestor and Pratesi. This
fall, Vestor boutiques have
been opened in Macy's, Bloo-
mingdale's and Marshall Field
and there is also a company-
owned Vestor boutique in Los
Angeles.
What is it about Italian de-
sign that makes. Americans
willing to pay a minimum of
about $25 for a single flat sheet
( and much more for most of
the Italian sheets and other tex-
tiles?)
"Italians are particular about
the products they buy for the
home. Consequently, Italian
manufacturers must propose to
the Italian customer something
extraordinary. Not only in styl-
ing, but also technically, Italy
is advanced beyond other coun-
tries, especially in the printing
and finishing of textiles," said
R. tlattisti, the export director
of Cotma Co. •
This styling and work-
manship is what Italian manu-










Equity Loan Way To Fund Improvements
C,insidering home impri.ise-
ments this sear hut UllSUre
ht,,A ‘011 II finance them'
I Inc w as mans smart
hoilICONVICEs are 0.111Ing up
o.itti the cash fur new sidini.
insulatii in. a rem, deled kitch-
en ..1 E'' 'iii addition is to
Lip the crossing roils in their
It, 'me I eat ed in inflation
the difterence between what
sou ov.e and the present
sake ot soot home is likek
sueable W.0 egg which
represents impressi‘e bor-
rowing II•Ner.
One of the nation's leading
consumer lenders. GEcc
Financial Services. points out
that j 10 10 sear equits
loan often will cost substan-
tially less overall than refi-
nancing lower rate first nit In -
gage loans having many years
left to run.
But homeowners planning
to borrow against their un-
realized home equity should
si , carefu.i. i.
hcsi
C I 111.Milal Set'., es
the c onsumer lendiric arm
fl the( ienetal I ley in,: Credit
Corporal', in
Second nn it ig.i.t!g lenders
are not alw s
the unsophistk'ated loan
seeker owl(' ta,e tines
peeled charges and interest
fates it he is not :aretul
(if t. ['man, kit 5ers1,:eN
..on:entraies on lCr\in?:.
kn, ledgahle ,,'rs w
seek Imam ;al in), 'mufti
assistan:e and who want
hassle tree sers ice fr,ini a
nation w ide Iirot air h a rep-
utatk.n Honk. s'qui-
is liians to $2.,.icti with If)
sear terms are L• in with
amounts up to 5-4).1s





•ALL TYPES OF WOODWORKING
.NEW KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
•CABINET HARDWARE
Also
.CUSTOM BUILT KITCHEN CABINETS OR, GIVE YOUR OLD
CABINETS A NEW FACE LIFT WITHOUT TEARING THEM OUT



















901 Arcadia — 753-6822
TOO GOOD TO BE KEPT A SECRET
Heat
Pump
In winter, the Carrier heat pump extracts
heat from outdoor air and circulates clean,
uniform warmth throughout your home. In
summer, it reverses to keep you cool. It's a








402 Sunbury Circle 753-9294




WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO GIVE YOUR TREE THAT
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GLOW.






















































SELECT FROM A WIDE VARIETY OF EXPRESSIONS













LARGE SELECTION OF COUNTER
CHRISTMAS CARDS
HALF PRICE
BOX OF 15, 161 18
They span the miles and the


















































TAKE ADVANTAGE NOW! OF
THE SPECIAL PRICE ON OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
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Both Teams Rated High In Division Statistics'
Murray And Lehigh Two Of Top Defensive Giants
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Managing Editor
A battle of the division I-AA superpowers - that's what the
national championship semi-final round meeting between
Murray State University's Racers and Lehigh University's
Engineers could be called this week.
Murray State is ranked number one in the Division I-AA
poll released this week while Lehigh is ranked second.
Lehigh is ranked number one in the division nationally in
fewest points allowed ( 7.2 per game) according to the latest
statistics from the NCAA service bureau at Shawnee Mis-
sion, Kan. Murray is ranked fourth nationally in fewest


























Final Statistics For 11 Games
LEH OPP
First Downs 198 104
Rushing Attempts ...... •. 624 422
 Net Yards Rushing 2055 928
Passes Attempted 232 193
Passes Completed 105 74
 Passes Had Intercepted 9 20
 Net Yards Passing 1338 908
Total Off. Plays 856 615
 Total Yards Gained 3393 1836
Number Punts 69 83
 Yards Punting 2217 2848
Average Punt 32 34
Fumbles 26 31
Fumbles Lost 15 16
Penalties 45 41
Yards Penalized 433 342
 Total Points 197 79








1 2 3 4 TOTAL
51 85 46 81 263
 29 32 14 41 116
• •• •• •
48 60 39 50 197
 29 27 14 9 79 -
The Lehigh Brown and White is second in total defense,
allowing only 166.9 yards per game while Murray is seventh
in that category, allowing 206.7 yards per game. The Racers
are second' nationally in rushing defense allowing only 64.1
yards per game on the ground. Lehigh is fifth in rushing
defense allowing 84.4 yards per game.
The Racers have outscored their opponents 263 to 116 a
margin of 147 points) this season while Lehigh has outpointed
its opponents 197 to 79 (a difference of 118).
Individual Defense Leaders
Murray's Rick Lanpher and Terry Love led the Racer
defense in tackles for losses during the regular season with
Love making 17 and Lanpher making 16. Lehigh's Jim Mc-
Cormick led his team in tackles for losses with 11.
The Brown and White's Eric Yaszemski topped regular
season statistics with a total of 106 tackles for the season and
was second in tackles for losses with seven.
Lanpher also led the Racers in fumble recoveries with four
followed by Glenn Jones with three and Love and Kenneth
Woods with two each. McCormick also leads Lehigh in fum-
ble recoveries with five on the season.
During their current six-game winning streak, which
catapulted Lehigh into the playoffs, the Engineers have
yielded only 4.2 points per game while their offense has
averaged producing 15.5 points per game.
Murray, which sports the longest winning-streak in Divi-
sion I-AA play this season with eight straight victories, has
allowed only 7.8 points per game during the span, a total of 62
points by the eight opponents.
During the streak, head coach Mike Gottfried's Racers
have scored a total of 207 points averaging 25.9 per game. As
a matter of fact, the Racers have put less than 21 points on
the board in only one contest this season, that being their ear-
ly season 19-11 loss to Southeast Louisiana.
MSU Leads In Scoring
Lehigh has only moved oat of the teens in scoring three
times this season - 44-9 over Slippery Rock, 31-7 over Penn-
sylvania, and 24-3 over Lafayette in the season finale.
For the 11-game regular season, MSU has averaged scor-
ing 23.9 points per game while limiting opponents to 10.5
points. Lehigh has average 17.9 points per game on the year
and has held its opposition to 7.2 points per game.
•
Racer reserve quarterback Winston Ford is provided protection as he unleashes
pass in a recent workout. Murray State will be gearing itself for the Division I-
AA playoff contest Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium against Lehigh University.
The winner will move onto the Pioneer Bowl in Orlando, Fla., to ploy for the na-
tional championship.
CLAM MHS GirlsTake Win
DINNER At Fulton
You get:














The Murray High girls
basketball team defeated
Fulton City 47-31 in a game
played at Fulton Monday.
Leading the scoring for the
Tigers was Tonya Alexander
with 17 followed by Star Jones
with 12. Alexander also led the
Tigers in rebounding with 14
followed by Kim Tharpe with
7. The Tigers outrebounded
Fulton 48-20 en the night.
MHS hit 11 of .22 from the
free throw line and 18 of 71
from the field. Fulton hit 9 of
24 from the charity stripe and
11 of 34 from the field.
The win brings the MHS
girls season mark up to 3-1.
Scoring
Murray (47) - Star Jones
12, Candy Jackson 5, Tonya
Alexander 17, Jan Washer 0,
Lauri Morgan 5, Velvet Jones
0, Glenda Fox 2, Donna Roos 2
and Kim Tharpe 4. •
Fulton City (31) - Burnett
3, Perry 2, Butts 5, Payne 2,
Broyles 11, Taylor 8.
Score By Quarters
Murray High 14 24 37-47




NEW YORK (AP) - A
three-year contract for the
radio rights of the Kentucky
Derby war signed Monday by
Lynn Stone, president of
Churchill Downs, Inc., and
Edward F. McLaughlin,
president of the ABC Radio
Network.
Offensive Leaders
Quarterback Ricky Ray leads the Racers in total offense
completing 74 of 156 pass attempts for 952 yards coupled with
31 rushing attempts for a net of minus 2.6 yards per game giv-
ing him a net of 83.9 yards per game offensively. Ray has
passed for touchdowns four times and has been intercepted
seven times.
Rich Andres, Lehigh's quarterback, paces his teams
winged-T attack. He has completed 99 of 214 passes for 1,289
yards and seven touchdowns, with nine interceptions, and
has netted.88 yards on the ground for a 1,377 yard total which
averages 125.2 yards per game.
"Andres is a scrambler who has carried the ball 103 times,
second in number of attempts only to seasonal rushing leader
Joe Rabuck. Andres has picked up 343 yards on the ground
but has suffered 255 yards in losses making his net 88 yards.
Leading rusher for the Racers this year has been tailback
Danny Lee Johnson who has averaged 70.4 yards per game in
nine games. Johnson is followed by sophomore tailback Nick
Nance in rushing with 47.4 yards per game. Nance has car-
ried the ball 104 times for a net of 518 yards averaging 5 yards
per carry. Johnson carried the ball 156 times netting 634
yards and average 4.1 yards per carry.
Other leading ground gainers for the Racers include 205-
pound fullback Tony Lester who has picked up 488 yards on
112 carries, a 4.4 yard per carry average; Kenny Davis, also
a fullback, with 1 ;.; yards on 39 attempts averaging 4.8 yards
per carry; and Murray High graduate Lindsey Hudspeth, a
sophomore tailback, with 313 yards on 82 carries averaging
3.8 yards per attempt.
Rabuck, a sophomore halfback for the Engineers, has car-
ried the ball 147 times gaining 601 yards and averaging 4.1
yards per carry.
Lehigh's passing attack normally teams up Andres with
either split end Mark Yeager who leads the receivers with 22
catches for 333 yards and two touchdowns or tight end Dave
Rarig. who has 20 receptions for 366 yards and one score.
MSU's split end Anthony Robbins and tight end Kris Rob-
bins have each caught 22 passes this year with Anthony gain-
ing 400 yards and one TD while Kris picked up 271 yards and
one touchdown. Wingback Greg King has been on the receiv-




Leading scorer for the Racers this season is running back
Lindsey Hudspeth whose nine touchdowns have netted 54
- points. Kicking specialist David Tuck - who has a perfect 31-
31 mark on extra points and has hit four of seven field goal at-
tempts - is right behind with a 40 point total.
Also handling place-kicking duties for the Racers is
reserve quarterback Brian Crall who has booted six of nine
field goal attempts, the longest being 44 yards.
Leading scorer for Lehigh is place-kicker Ted lobst who
has converted 22 of 23 PAT's, missing only the first attempt
of the season, and has added 10 of 13 field goal attempts for a
season total of 52 points. Iobst's longest field goal attempt
measured 39 yards.
Four Engineers, Rabuck, Steve Plucinsky, Bob Romeo and




21 Southeast Missouri 21
24 Evansville 14
11 Southeast Louisiana 19
24 Tennessee Tech 3
31 Morehead State 7
24 UT-Martin 0
29 Middle Tennessee 8
21 Indiana Central 7
24 Eastern Kentucky 7
24 Austin Peay 10
30 Western Kentucky 20
LEHIGH OPPONENTS
12 West Chester 7




10 Davidson  0
16 New Hampshire 3
14 Bucknell 13
17 C W. Post 0
12 Maine 6
24 Lafayette 3
Oakland Pulls Out 35-28 Win Over Saints
NEW ORLEANS AP
Oakland wide . receiver Cliff
Branch said he hoped the two
late-game touchdown
receptions that gave the
Raiders a 42-35 victory over
New Orleans would put him
back in the good graces of
Coach Tom Flores.
Branch caught seven passes
for 126 yards in the Monday
night National Football
League game, but the last two
were the keys - a 66-yarder
that knotted the score at 35-35
with 3:19 to play and an eight-
yarder that made it 42-35 with
just under two minutes left.
"Maybe this got me out of
the dog house," Branch said
after the game -
Branch didn't explain why
Flores started Rich Martini in
his place Monday, but he said
he wasn't disappointed that he
had.
-I'm still part of the team,"
he said. "It takes 45 guys to
win the game, and I'm still one
of the 45."
Coverage Announced
The stations carrying the
ABC-TV regional broadcast of
the Murray State University-
Lehigh University 1-AA
playoff game Saturday have
been announced by the net-
work.
Schedulesd to broadcast the
game, to be played in MSC's
Roy Stewart Stadium with
kickoff at 12:40 p.m., are
stations in Evansville,
Bowling Green, Lexington,
Nashville, Scranton, Pa.. and
all of Florida except
Tallahassee.
All other surrounding areas
will be blnked out unless the
game is a sellout, according to
officials.
Announcers for the game
will be Vern Lundquist and
Steve Davis. Davis was also
on the broadcast team for the
Racer-Eastern Kentucky
televised game earlier this
season.
The game between Eastern
and Nevada-Reno, the other
half of the four-team, first
round I-AA playoffs, will also
be televised Saturday from
Richmond.
Calloway Middle Takes
Double Wins At Murray
In basketball action Monday
night, Calloway County
Middle School took double
wins over Murray Middle
School, 44-41).in the boys' game
and 34-30 in girls' play.
The Calloway boys were led
by Darnell. Tharpe.whO netted
21 points and grabbed 6
rebounds. Chris Sheridan
added 3 points and handed out
6 assists. Billy Collins and
Richard Dowdy also aided
Calloway in the win.
Mark Boggess paced
Murray with 14 points while
teammate Andy Parks scored
10 points and hauled down 10.
rebounds.
In girls' play, Cindy
Anderson led Calloway to its
secqnd win in as many games
with 14 points and 10 rebounds.
Rhonda McOster added 4
points and pulled down a
game-high 11 rebounds. Beth
Hooks netted 7 points and 7
rebounds.
Jenny Winchester chipped
in 4 points and 10 rebounds
while Tammy Treas scored 5.
Kim Green paced Murray,
now 1-1, with 14 points. Connie
Spann and Ann Harcourt each
added 5. Raysha Roberts
contributed 4 points and a
team-high 7 rebounds. Tina
Swift scored 2.
In action last Friday night,
the Murray girls defeated
Trigg County 27-16. Spann led
the scoring with 12 while
teammate Roberts chipped in
land 24 rebounds.
Lita Carson, Harcourt and
Michelle . Hounchel each
scored 4. Green and Leslie
Thompson both added 2.
Calloway's next game will
be Monday at South Marshall,
Murray will host Mayfield
Thursday.
Is Coming To Big K
Check The Murray
Ledger & Times For Details
The victory kept Oakland's
hopes of a playoff berth alive.
"I just told our team we
have a chance ... just win the
last three and, well, that's it,"
Flores said.---
New Orleans has to count on
beating San Diego and Los
Angeles losing .to Atlanta next
week. That would set up a
head-to-head Rams-Saints
clash for the NFC West title.
"This is one of my most
disappointing losses ever,"
said Saints Coach Dick Nolan.
"When you've got a 21-point
lead, you've got to keep it."
The Saints had a 21-point
lead, twice.
After Oakland went out in
front 7,0 on a 3-yard pass from
Kenny Stabler to tight end
Raymond Chester in the first
quarter, the Saints went ahead
28-7 with a four-touchdown
second quarter.
Fullback Tony Galbreath
scored on a 2-yard run 90
seconds into the second
quarter and on a 17-yard pass
from Archie Manning with
just under five minutes gone
.in the period. Chuck Muncie
scored on a 1-yard plunge with
four minutes left before in-
termission, and tight end
Henry Childs took a 28-yard
pass from Manning in for a
score with 2:18 remaining.
But Oakland came back to
make it 28-14 when Arthur
Whittington scored as time
ran out in the first half.
The Saints went up by 21
points again in the third
quarter when linebacker
Kenny Bordelon intercepted a
Stabler pass and returned it 19





Tight end Derrick Ramsey
scored on a 17-yard pass two
minutes into the final quarter,
and Branch got the final two.
His final score was set up by
a bizarre turnover. Muncie
fumbled' at the New Orleans
41. Oakland safety Mike Davis
scooped it up, ran to the 20 and
bounced the ball forward to
linebacker Ted Hendricks, for
another seven yards.
Two running plays got the
ball to the 8-yard line, and
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Check The Murray




Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect. . .
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is im-
possible tell them when to
come and collect.




Who's Involved How They Work
The National Collegiate Division 1-AA Football Cham-
pionship is in Its second season of existence. At the 72nd
NCAA Cons ention in 1978, the association's membership
oted to establish a Division I-AA football championship.
The format for the championship involves a single-
elimination. tuur-team championship with the semifinal
contests pli,*ed on campuses of two of the participants
and the finals in the Pioneer Bowl in Orlando, Fla.
Ohio Valley Conference champion Murray State Univer-
sity uill meet Lehigh and OVC runner-up. Eastern Ken-
tucky University will meet Nevado-Reno in the first round
games set for this Saturday.
The MSU-Lehigh clash will be played at the Racers' Roy
Stewart Stadium with kickoff set for 12:40 p.m. CST.
Eastern and Nevado-Reno will meet at Richmond and will
begin play at the same time. Both games are being
regionally telecast by the ABC television network.
Florida A&M took the initial title last season at Wichita
Falls, Tex., as the Rattlers downed Massachusetts 35-28.
The I-AA football championship is under the control,
direction and supervision of the four-man NCAA Division
I-AA football committee which is elected by the NCAA
membership at the annual convention.
Chairman of the committee is Lyle H. Smith, director of
athletics at Boise State University. Other committee
members inlude Andrew T. Mooradian, athletic director
at New Hampshire University; Milton D. Hunter, athletic
director at South Carolina State, and Donald G. Comb,
athletic director at EKU.
NCAA Director of Events Jerry A. Miles works closely
with the committee in the administration of the champion-
ship and related matters.
Selection of the four participants and the conduct of the
championship competition are the responsibility of the
committee. The success of the previous football cham-
pionship competition proves the outstanding work and
dedication of the committee.
In 1975, the NCAA and its football committees started
the weekly national ratings for member institutions. The
top teams in each region are ranked by the divisional com-
mittees. The divisional voting boards are assisted by
regional advisory committees. Teams are rated accor-
ding to their won-and-lost records and strength of
schedules.
We conduct national conference calls every week
throughout the football season to rank the teams," chair-
man Smith said. "The goal is to have the ratings accepted
in all areas in which there is an interest in Division 1-AA,
Envision II and Division III football. We believe the polls
are providing greater attention and exposure for Division
I-AA, Division II and Division III football."
Schools competing in Divsion I-AA competition include:
East Region
Boston University, Bucknell _University. University of
Connecticut, Delaware State College, Howard University,
Layette College,
Also, Lehigh University, University of Maine-Orono,
University of Massachusetts, University of New Hamp-
shire, Northeastern University and University of Rhode
Island.
South Region
Alcorn State University, Austin Peay State University,
Davidson College, Eastern Kentucky University, Florida
A&M University,
Also, Grambling State University, Jackson State
University, Middle Tennessee State University. Mississip-
pi Valley State University, Morehead State University.
• And, Murray State University, North Carolina A&T
State University, Northwestern (La. State University,
South Carolina State College, Southern University Baton
Rouge ), Tennessee Tech University, Texas Southern
University and Western Kentucky University.
West Region
Boise State University, University of Idaho, Idaho State
University, University of Montana. Montana State
University,
Also University of Nevado-Reno, Northern Arizona





Murray State University head football coach Mike
Gottfried (right) gives some instructions during Mon-
day's practice. The Racers, ranked No. 2 in last week's
NCAA Division I-AA poll, will host Lehigh University
tied for the third spot Saturday. Dec. 8 in the first
round of the division playoffs. Last week's rankings
were the last issued for the season. Looking on is
assistant coach Mike Dickens,
Near Miss By Tide Moves OSU Into First
By The Associated Press
Alabama's come-from-
behind 25-18 victory over
Auburn cost it the No.1
ranking in The Associated
Press' • final regular-season
college football poll today and
enabled Ohio State to vault
into first place in a torrid
three-way race with the
Crimson Tide and Southern
California.
Runnerup Alabama
received 29 first-place votes
from a nationwide panel of 67
sports writers and broad-
casters to 16 for Ohio State and
19 for Southern Cal.
But eight voters, apparently
unimpressed by Alabama's
close call, left the Crimson
Tide out of their top three
choices while the Buckeyes of
Ohio State were lower than
third on only three ballots and
piled up 33 second-place votes























Ohio State, which was
unranked in the preseason
ratings, totaled 1.267 points to
1,265'2 for Alabama in what
may be the closest first-place
race in the 44-year history of
The AP poll. Southern Cal was
breathing down Alabama's
neck with 1,257 points.
Ohio State and Alabama
finished the regular season
with 11-0 records while
Southern Cal wound up 10-0-1.
Ohio State and Southern Cal
will meet in the Rose Bowl
while Alabama faces sixth-
ranked Arkansas in the Sugar
Bowl.
A week ago. Alabama had 34
first-place votes to 12 for
Southern Cal and 13 for Ohio
State and led in points 1.193-
1,142-1,141. However, the
fumble-plagued Crimson Tide
blew a 17-6 second-half lead
against Auburn and needed a
touchdown with 8:17 left to
play to nip the Tigers.
Florida State, 11-0, held onto
fourth .place . with 1,103 points
and 10-1 Oklahoma, the
Seminoles' Orange Bowl
-opponent, remained fifth with
one firstplace vote and 1,068
points.
Arkansas, 10-1. jumped
from eighth to sixth with 951
points. One voter split his
first-place pick between the
MSU Lady Racers Eliminated
From OVC Tourney By Morehead
Murray State University's
Lady Racers fell to Morehead
State 58-50 in the first round of
the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament Monday,
eliminating the MSU squad
from the competition.
Leading scorer for the
Racers in the losing effort was
points followed by Laura Lynn 
Janice McCracken Purdue Has Easy Time
_with 13
with 12.
9 rebounds and added 6 points,
Bridgett Wyche pulled down 
In Taking Butler WinMarla Kelsh grabbed 7
rebounds and scored 9 points
and Jeanette Rowan picked
off 7 rebounds and scored 7
points.
Morehead, the preseason
OVC favorite, was led by
Murphy with 18 points and
Stowers with 17. Stephens
grabbed 12 rebounds and
added 14 points for the Eagles.
In other first round action,
Middle Tennessee State
Notice
AFTER ASSESSING THE PERFORMANCE OF
THE STREET DEPARTMENT FOR A FEW
WEEKS, I HAVE DECIDED THAT FREE LEAF
PICKUP WITH THE LEAF MACHINE CAN BE
CONTINUED AS IN THE PAST. THE COUNCIL
HAS AGREED TO THIS AND THE CITY WILL
NOW PICK UP LEAVES UNDER THE
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:








University, the host school,
defeated Western Kentucky
54-49; Austin Peay slipped by
Eastern Kentucky 66-65 and
Tennessee Tech drew a bye.
Tonight's action will pit





The Butler didn't do it this
time — not against Purdue,
anyway.
Class told the story Monday
night, as the 12th-ranked
Boilermakers ran away to an
83-60 college basketball vici'
tory over the Butler Bullriogg
behind mountainous Joe
Barry Carroll.
"We thought we might get
shut out for a while," said
Butler Coach Joe Sexson, who
watched helplessly as h8s Big
Ten opponents scored the
game's first 16 points behind
one of the nation's top centers.
The 7-foot-1 Carroll had six
of Purdue's points in that 16-0
streak and finished with 27.
"It was just a tremendous
effort by Purdue," added
Sexson. "We were too small
and they just played over the
top of us. Carroll was
tremendous."
The Boilermakers widened
their early lead to 19 points, at
24-5, and led 41-29 at the half.
rnk
$500 CASH
Register for our BEL-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-A-.
Way Dec. 22. One of our lucky customers will win
$500!! Big K Pier 1 Imports -
King's Den Say-Bits
Michelson's Sears
Murray Insurance Shoe Bin
Masco The Step Ladder
Panhandler Storey's Food Giant
Most Stores Open Nights BE [-AIR CENTER




Murray i 50 — Kelsh 9.
Rowan 6, McCracken 13, Lynn
12, Oakley, Wyche 6, Morris 2,
Garnett 0, Lamar 2, Herndon.
• Morehead 158) — Hum-
meldorf 2, Mullins, Murphy 18,
Stephens 14, Stowers 17. Burk
2, Harmon 5, Rust.
Butler's Gary Raker scored
the first two baskets of the
second half to pull the
Bulldogs within eight* points,
at 41-33, but then Purdue ran
off 10 straight points to put the
game out of reach.
"Our size obviously affected
their play," noted Purdue
Coach Lee Rose, "and Joe
Barry was a totalls
dominating figure."
Elsewhere, fourth-ranked
Notre Dame defeated Iowa
State 87-77 as Tracy Jackson
scored 20 points. The Fightine
Irish were in front the entire
game, leading by as many as
16 points at one stage in the
second half.
. "We did a, good job of
breaking out early, like we did
against Valparaiso On the 92-
66 season opening victory,'
said Notre Dame Coach
Digger Phelps. "(But, I'm
still concerned with our of-
fensive rebounding. I think if
we concentrate more on the
boards, we'll improve as the
season progresses."
Sixth-ranked Louisiana
State won its second straight
game with a 104-78 decision
over the University of New
Orleans as DeWayne Scales,
Durand Macklin and Willie
Sims each scored 20 points.
With Scales hitting four quick
baskets, the Tigers built a 16-4
lead in the first 44 minutes
and New Orleans never came
closer than six points after
that.
"I coach this team," said
1SU's Dale Brown, "but the
way they play, sometimes
even I get excited."
New Orleans Coach Don
Smith on ISU:
"I think they're playing
much better than in the past




replaced Texas, which fell
from sixth to 11th after losing
to Texas A&M 13-7. .
Nebraska, 10-1, remained in
seventh place with 908 points
while Houston, also. 10-1 and
the Cornhuskers' Cotton Bowl
foe, went from 10th to eighth
with 893'2 points following a
63-0 rout of Rice.
The other first-place vote
went to 11-0 Brigham Young,
which held onto ninth place
with .848 points. Pitt, 11th a
week ago, moved into 10th
place by defeating Penn State
•
29-14 to complete a 10-1
regular season. It marked the
Panthers' first appearance of
the season in the Top Ten.





Last week, it was Pitt,
Purdue', Washington, Auburn;
Michigan, Tulane. South
Carolina. Clemson, Penn State
and Baylor.
Penn State dropped out by
losing to Pitt whi4e Temple
retutned to the Top Twenty
after a two-week absence.
Standout Memphis Grid
Star Signs With Racers
Ronnie Fike, tilke of the most
highly sought high school
prospects lit the Memphis
area, has signed an Ohio
Valley Conference grant-in-
aid to play football with the
Murray State Racers.
Eike, a 6-3, 213 pound tight
end and defensive end for
White Station High School this
season, was selected 1979
lineman of the year in
Memphis and was runaway
leader in the coaches' voting
for the All-Metro prep squad.
Fike was also named to the
all-Memphis interscholastic
team.
The new signee, who played
both offense and defense for
White Station, helped his team
to a 10-1 record this season and
a championship in the
Browning Bowl.
Fate, who was signed by
Murray State offensive
coordinator John Behling, was
credited with 53 unassisted
tackles. 75 assists, five fumble
recoveries, two blocked punts,
nine quarterback sacks and
RONNIE EIKE
Signs With %1St'
two interceptions as a
defensive end this year.
On offense', the Memphis
standout grabbed 23 passes for
232 yards and doubled as
place-kicker converting 26 of
31 extra poit kicks and booting
one field goal. Fike also
con ipleted two touchdown
passes on an end-around play.
"He has the ability to be an
outstanding college football
player and contribute right
away to our football
program," MSU head coach
Mike Gottfried said. "He can
get the job done on offense or
defense. We're excited about
Ronnie's potential and








The 990 has allot the "most
wanted features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to irilke 11" x !7 Copies
COpy both sides. and use
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Led by OVC Coach of the Year Mike Gottfried, the conference champions are on their way to a NCAA Division 'IAA title!
PURCHASE PLAYOFF
TICKETS NOW.
On Saturday, Dec. 8, Murray State Res.Bleachers-S5
University will battle Lehigh Uni- Gen.Admission-$4
versity at Murray's Stewart Stadium.
Tickets are on sale at the Athletic Tickets are on sale
Off ice. Kickoff time for this NCAA at the following local businesses:championship, semifinal game is
12:40 p.m. (central time).
The Racers, 9-1-1, are Ohio Valley
Conference champions, and are rank- NH I
ed. number two, nationally. Five
Murray players were chosen all- Peoples Bank
conference. Terry Love was named 500 Main Strew
OVC defensive player of the year.
The Engineers of Lehigh, 9-2, come
from Bethlehem, Pa Lehigh is ranked



































Peoples Rank 33 19
Kentut ity Foan e 33 19
111nurman F urridute 32 20
liennison Hunt 23 24
Women ut (He Moose 27 25
Murray Ins 36 36
Tower Sports I cuter 25 27
Paradise K erinels 20 32
Watson lean up Shop 19 29
Fire Ball 5 17 35
HIGH 11-.A.31 GAME , SC1
Thurman Furniture . 837
Peoples Book 421
Peoples Hank   801












HIGH IN1) GAME SC,
Judy Hale 210
Marge Hinman 206
Ethelene MeCallon  206
HIGH IND GAME
Judy Hale  -31.4
1.) tin Elkins 250
Marge !human 243
HIGH INI) SERIES 'SC)
Ethelene McCallon 559
Marge Mein tan 554
Dale Beale 538




















Ky. Lake-Oil Company 31 17
John (lark Ex( di Const .. 30 18
Paradise Keruiels ?A's 19's
Mt tuition Auto Electric 23 25
Lynn Grove Market 22's 25's
Shoemaker Seed Gamper* . 22'2 25Ls
PaglIal's 28 31
MSU ROTC Dept .26's 314
HIGH1'EAS1 GAMEISC$
Paradise kennels . , 639
Met 'Vision Auto Electrtc 635
Paradise Kennels . 601
HI11H TEAM GAME Ct
McCuistun Auto Electric 631
Paradise Kennels......799 
Shoemaker Seed Company 793
HIGH TEAM SERIES , SC ,
Paradise Kennels  1818
MeCtuston Auto Electric 1736
Lynn Grove Market 1601
HUM TEAM SERIES ,
Yk•Cuiston Auto Electric 2324
Parodist-Kennels . ... 7304
Pagluit's 2259







Jane McCuist on 253
Peggy Shoemaker 249
Gearlduie Matins 228
HIGH IND SERIES SC I
LAM Snuth  548
Jane litcCuiston ... ... 525
Aim Green 480
HIGH IND SERIES iHC
Jane Mct'uXston ... 645




Ann Green .. 160
Vickie Oliver   150
Vice Baker  146








N. The. Associated PRP
BASEBALL
Americas League
CHICAGO WHIM SOX - Traded BID
Nahorodny. catcher, to the AUanta
Braves In exchange for Rick Waters,
pitcher
KANSAS CITY ROYALS - Signed Steve
Beam. oudielder. to a one-year contract.
National League
MONTREAL EXPOS- Signed Fred Nor-
man, pitcher, to a three-year contract
HOCTCEY
National Hockey League
BOSTON BRUINS - Recalled Tom Song
tn. forward. and Craig MacTavish, cen-
ter, from RIngtuunton of the Amencan
Hockey League.
HARTFORD WHALERS Placed Rick
ley, defemenum, on the disabled list Re-
called Chuck Lukas, defaueman. from
Springfield of the American Hockey
league
COLLEGE
CALSTATE AT FULLERTON - Named
Michael Mullally athletic direetor.
If
TERRY LOVE
Named To MI-America Team
Love Selected
All-American
Jersey number 13 has obviously been a lucky one for
Murray State safety Terry Love.
The 6-4, 205-pound junior from Maywood, Ill, has added
another honor to his collection from the 1979 season as he
joined 21 other Division 1-AA football players on the,
Kodak All-American team.
Love is the seventh Racer football player in the school's
history to earn All-America recognition. Others include
Cecil Kent (1933), Elmer Cochran ( 1937 ), Pete Gudauskus
(1938); Al Giordano 09561, Gary Foltz.i 1962) and Don
Clayton P1974).
Love is one of two Ohio Valley Conference players nani-
ed to the squad with Eastern Kentucky's Bob McIntyre
joining him on the defensive unit.
Love was earlier selected Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Year, All-OVC and was named
Murray State Player of the Year.
Pro Football
Standings
Hy The Associated Press
American C eldercare
East
W L T Pet. PP PA
Miami 9 5 0 .643289 220
New England 8 6 tl .577 358 716
Bnflaki 7 7 0 300 265 241
N.Y Jets 6 8 0 429 283 333
Baltimore 1 10 0 .2118 233 334
Central
Pittsburgh 11 1 0 .786 371 242
Houston 10 47 0 714 322 21111
Cleveland 9 5 0 643 133 317
Cincinnati 3 11 0 .214 307 MI
West
San Diego 10 4 0 714 359 219
Denver 10 4 0 711 259 217
Oakland 3 6 6 571 322 294
Seattle 7 7 0 510) 321 325
Kansas City 6 8 0 429 tat 252
Nelms) Ceaferesce
East
Philadelphia .10 4 0 714 296 238
Dallas 9 5 0 643 312 392
yilishuuton 9 5 0 643 286 246
N.Y. Giants 6 8 0 429 210 262
St. Lotus 4 10 0 286272 296
Ceatral
Tiunpe Bay 9 5 0 643 263 2:4
(Neu° 8 6 0 571 249 229
Pelbutesota 6 8 0 429 226 307
Green Bay 4 10 0 286 214 289
Detroit 2 12 0 143 196 319
West
Los Angeles 8 6 0 571 275 267
New Orleans 7 7 0 .500 341 311
Atlanta 5 9 0 357 256 133
San Francisco I 13 0 071 264 378
Mooday's Game





Oneage at Green Bay
Cincinnati at Washington
Lou Angeles at Atlanta
Miami at Detroit
New York Giants at St.listos
Buffalo at Minnesota
Kansas City at Baltimore
Tampa Bay at San Francisco
San Diego at New Orleans
Cleveland at Oakland
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By The Associated Press
F-astera Conference
Atlantic Madan
































Los Angeles 17 9
Phoenix 17 9
Portland 16 11
San Diego 11 16
i ;olden State 10 16
Monday 's Game
Milwaukee 96, Utah 89 .
Tuesday"eGames
Phoenix at New York
San Diego at Cleveland
Boston at Detroit






NY Islanders 7 11 4 18
Washington 5174 14
Smythe Division
Vancouver 10 9 6 96
Chicago 8 9 7 23
St. Louis 8 14 4 20
Winnipeg 7 14 4 18
Edmonton 5 12 6 16
ColOrado 6 14 3 t5
Wales Conference
Adams Division
Buffalo 16 6 3 35 95
Batton 1563 3390
Minnesota 10 6 7 27 99
Toronto 11 10 3 25 le
Quebec - 8134 20 75
Norvia
Montreal 14 6 6 34 N
1441 Angeles 11 8 5 27104
Pittsburgh 10 I 4 24 82
Hart ford 8 8 7 2378
Detroit 7 10 -5 19 70
Monday's Game
































Morehead, Western Both Fall To Defeat
"Inman Difference In EKU Win
By The Associated Press
Janes Tillman proved to be
the difference as Eastern
Kentucky came from behind
to edge North Carolina-
Charlotte in college basket-
ball.
Tillman scored 23 of his 39
points in the last 16 minutes ot
play Monday, pacing Eastern
Kentucky from a 16-point
deficit to an 84-79 victory over
North Carolina-Charlotte.
Eastern Kentucky, 1-1,
trailed 52-36 with 16:23 to play
before the Colonels rallied
behind Tillman. Eastern
clawed back to a 69-69 tie on
Donnie Moore's layup with
4:19 to go and went ahead for




By The Assoelated Press
Campbell Conference
Patrick Division
W I. T Pt. GE
/7 1 3 39 106
11 9 3 25 61
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**STEAK SALE**








Reg. $3.98 Save $1.19
Includes:
- All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
Tendet pricy Sirloin Steak Baked PoTain or Irene h hies




▪ You can't glut too much of a good thing
• ive Sallow Stockade Gift Certtficates.*.
BEL-AIR CENTER
The Murray State
University rodeo team lassoed
several honors in its rodeo
held Nov. 29-Dec. 1 at the West
Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
In the National Inter-
collegiate Rodeo Association
NIRA ) sanctioned event, the
MSU women's team captured
first place honors, Racer
cowboy Terry McCutcheon
was named all-around cowboy
for -the - elrent and the Men's
twin placed second, pending a
recount of the final scores.
About 250 participants, from
15 universities in the Ozark
Region of the NI RA, took part
in six men's and three
women's events on Thursday
and Friday nights with the top
ten individuals in each
category Competing for the
overall honors Saturday night.
McCutcheon placed first
overall in the bulldogging and
second in the calf roping. Dick
Marshall took third overall in
the bullriding. Teammates
Scott Fogg and Dale Gibson
place first and 'fourth,
respectively, overall in saddle
brone riding.
In the bullriding category.
Todd Fogg placed second
overall while Ed Cawthen
place first after -the first night
of competition. Parterns Bill
Crouse and Clay Clements
roped a second in the first
night of the team roping.
In the women's events.
Donna Rankin and Cynthia
Kook took second and third
overall in the breakaway
roping. Debbie McCutcheon
placed second in the first night
of the goat tying while Carol
Robertson was fourth in the
second night of barrel) racing.
The men's and women s
teams will be idle until March
14 when it will travel to Stark-
ville, Miss., for another NIBA
rodeo at Mississippi State
University. The next home
rodeo will be held March 27-29
at the expo center.
began a 9-2 tear with a pair of
free throws at 3:54. Tillman
added a pair of.layups, the last
at 1:58, to give the Colonels a
safe 80-73 margin with 1:17 to
go.
Eastern was the only
Kentucky major college to
post a victory Monday.
Marshall came from behind to
nip Morehead 65-64 and
Western Kentucky came out
on the short end of a 66-55
score at the hands of Illinois
State.
Until Eastern launched its
rally, the visitors had things
their own way. UNCC charged
to a 6-0 lead and built the
margin to 42-30 before
assuming a 44-34 halftime
edge. The Forty-Niners
opened the second half with an
8-2 burst for a 16-point margin.
Phil Ward had 19 points to
lead UNCC, now 1-1, while
Bobby Potts added 15 and
Chad Kinch 14. Bruce Jones
added 15 for Eastern Ken-
tucky.
James Campbell put
Varshall ahead for good with
a jump shot and reserve Pat
Burtis scored the eventual
winning points on free throws
as the Thundering Herd
nipped Morehead.
Campbell, who led all
scorers with 23 points, hit a 12-
foot jumper to put Marshall
ahead 63-62 with 2:14 to play.
Morehead had a chance to
regain the lead, but Albert
Spencer missed a four-footer,
Campbell grabbed the
rebound and Marshall went
into a stall.
The Herd stalled until 16
seconds remained, when
Burtis was fouled. The sub
scored his only two points to
give Marshall a 65-62 lead.
Morehead had a final
chance to grab a share of the
lead when ,Charley Clay hit a
tip-in and was fouled with six
seconds to go. But Clay, who
led Morehead with 19 points,
missed the free throw that
would have tied the game.
Campbell again grabbed the
rebound.
Both clubs are 1-1.
Hon Jones scored %game-
high 20 points and led two
teammates in double figures
as Illinois State defeated
Western.
Western Kentucky jumped
out to a 33-31 halftime edge
lead as Craig McCormick
scored 10 of his team-high 16
points. Trey Trumbo added 10
in the losing effort.
The Redbirds took the lead
for good at 11:23 of the second
half on a 16-footer by Del
Yarbrough, who finished with
14 points. Teammate Joe
Galvin added 16.
The win improved the
Redbirds' record to 1-1, while







schools could begin playing
eight conference football
games in the future with steps
taken by SEC officials
meeting here Monday.
If it comes about it would
not be effective until 1988.
-- The presidents and athletic
directors also decided that the
1981- --SEC basketball tour-
nament will be held in Bir-
mingham, site of the 1979
tournament, the first one since
the meet was renewed, and of
the 1980 tournament next Feb
27-March 1.
But beginning in 1982, the
site will be determined from
bids submitted by various
cities and SEC schools.
In football, each of the Ili-
' member schools now is
required to play six con-
ference games a season. The
SEC previously had voted to
require seven starting in 1988
but decided at its fall meeting
to appoint a committee to
recommend whether that
should be increased to eighth'
then.
Commissioner Boyd




games will bring the con-
ference $650,000, almost three
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Complete 4K Level I System TRS-80 can teach, solve problems, remember, build
As Shown. Starts at vocabularies, catalog collections. It even plays games like
chess, backgammon and space war. Your child will enjoy himself
so much you won't want to tell him how educational it is!.
We believe in TRS-80 not just because it costs less than a set of
olopedias or a good camera, but because it's easy to use
Was $599 in 1979 Catalog 26-1051 and it's expandable—it grows with your child.Be a smart Santa
this year. Invest in your child's future with TRS-80. It can help
give your child a head start in this computerized and competitive
world.
4K Level includes 12" video display, cassette recorder, manual and
2-game cassette. 16K Level II has same plus 4 times the memory and
more advanced language
Complete 16K Level H System
$8
Was $988 in 1979 Catalog 26-1056
French-Style Conversation Pieces
by Radio ShackSave 5995
$10 Reg. 69.95
You save when you own your own rent free phone'
Each has ornamental handset, 7 cord. plug 43-325
Additional French-Styles A n95
White with golden trim 43-326
Red with golden trim 43-327 1 7% 9Nu Reg. 59.95
Save
French Continental
Phone by Radio Shack
79
Antique style adds a touch of
Europe to your room. 7' cord.
























Smart Santas Shop Early .
Olympic Plaza
Murray, Ky.















PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES




LOS ANGELES AP ) —
U.S. Labor Secretary Ray
Marshall says illegal aliens
are taking jobs from millions
of Americana and without
these imported workers
unemployment in the United
States could be reduced to less
than 4 percent.
Marshall said he does not
favor mass deportations, but
warned that those who say the
undocumented aliens benefit
the United States may be
"sowing the seeds of a bitter
civil rights struggle."
In an interview published
Sunday in the Los Angeles
Times, the labor secretary
conservatively estimated the
number of illegal workers in
the United States at 4 million.
He took issue with arguments
that illegal workers are
helpful to the economy
because they take jobs U.S.
citizens or legal aliens will not
perform.
"It is false to say American
workers cannot be found for
all of the jobs filled by un-
documented workers',"
Marshall said. The truth is
that there are millions of
American workers in all of
these low-paying occupations
already.
"The job market in which
they (undocumented workers)
compete- is .highly com-
petitive, with a surplus of -
people vying for a shortage of
jobs, no matter how un-
desirable the jobs may be,"
Marshall said.
If only half of the illegal
workers in the United States
are in jobs that otherwise
would be held by American
workers, "eliminating this
displacement would bring
unemployment down to 3.7
percent, which is below the 4
percent full-employment
targetcset by the Humphrey-
Hawkins Act" and below the
current 6 percent, he said.
Marshall said he does not
advocate deportations to solve
the problem but urged im-
mediate action to confront the
issue.
"The illegal immigrants are
exploited by employers here,"
he said. "But don't forget the
other end of this illegal labor
market. The ample supply of
docile, illegal workers per-
petuates an under class of
dirty, unsafe, inefficient jobs.
It removes the incentive to
design work that is more ef-
ficient."
Marshall' said he has
become "concerned recently
that people are beginning to
say there is no problem. and
the illegal worker is a positive
benefit for tis."
"That is a narrow and
shortsighted view." he said.
"Undocumented workers may
be desperate and fearful
enough to endure this today.
But what about 10 years from
now? And what will their
children be willing to en-
dure? ...I urn convinced we are
sowing the seeds of a serious
future civil rights struggle,
and we would be better off if
we were to confront it now."
He said the Carter ad'
ministration is trying to get
agreement on legislation
dealing with the problem.
THE ACES'(RA G CORN, JR.
"What seems to be gener-
osity is often no More than
disguised ambition, which
overlooks a small interest in
order to secure a great
one. -- La Rochefoucauld.
East's generosity gave
declarer something he
didn't have to have. And
how did declarer use his
endowment? To give East a
prize she could not have
won herself.
South found himself in
game with his lone jack and
for a while he was on his
way to chalk it up. West led
the diamond ace. then the
club ace and switched back
to diamonds.
Dummy's ace and king of
spades were played and,
when the queen didn't drop.
declarer cashed the club
king and played a third
. spade Co East's queen.
The automatic play at
this point would be a third
diamond, forcing dummy to
ruff. But what would this
line spawn?
Locked in dummy. declar-
er would have no alterna-
tive but to play dummy's
top hearts and the improb-
able game would make.
East's heart queen would
drop and the defense would
take only three tricks.
After winning the queen
of trumps. East did some
thinking. East was 1978
rookie of the year. Jean
Papo, of Daly City. Calif..




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5.30 p.m Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours
of The Murray Ledger & Ti-Mes are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 am. to noon, Satur-
days
On dummy s club king.
West had played the club
deuce and on the third spade
West had followed with the
eight. This gave East good
reason to think that declarer
had the club 10. so she
decided to give him some-
thing he didn't have.
East led a low club after
winning the spade queen
and declarer surprisingly
won with his 10. Suspecting
nothing (how naive), South










• A 8 2
SOUTH
• J 6 5 2
V 9 8 7
• 1032
4 10 6 4
EAST
• Q 9 3
• Q 3
* J 5 4
J 97 53
Vulnerable. North-South







Opening lead: Diamond ace
the entry to finesse in hearts
(West had opened the bid-
ding and maybe East was as
kind as she looked!).
With that finesse, East
took- the fourth defensive
trick and declarer learned
more about the gifts one













ANSWER: Two no trump.
An alternative is a two spade
false preference It would be
nice to have more, but one can
bid only what he is dealt.
Send bridge questions to The Aces
I' (I Box i2363 Dallas Texas 75225
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RETIRES FROM COAST GUARD — Deputy- Group ommander and Mrs. Charles T.
Woods hold a certificate presented to Woods at his retirement ceremony Friday at the
guard's Tennessee Riyer base in Paris Landing. Woods. who completed 20 years 6 months
and 19 days in the service, had been stationed at the Tennessee River since July 1977. He
also has been stationed aboard the Coast Guard Cutters Sassafras, Cape Small, Osage and
Cimarron and at the shore facilities at Fire Island. N. Y.; Sheffield Ala.; and Chattanooga.
Woods resides in Murray where he is beginning a new career as a realtor with Century 21,
1Deolt-Ably
By Abigail Van Buren
A Good-Hearted
Cuss!
DEAR ABBY: I have a childless neighbor who lie.— km,
and is a wonderful friend. On a moment's notice Shirt",
gladly look after my brood. 11 have three, ages 2, 4 and 5.i So
what's my problem? Shirley's language is unreal. She t'a! •
utter two sentences without including half dozen dlr.:.
words. I'm sure she doesn't realize how often she uses those
words; it's just automatic with her.
After being around Shirley for a -while yesterd:iy • fp:.
4-year-old came up with areal mind blower. When .1 oid h;r11
that was a "bad" word and he shouldn't use it again. he 'al.,.
"Well, Aunt Shirley uses it all the time. so why ear 1
Now. Abby. I wouldn't hurt Shirley's feelings for
world because she is really a wonderful friend anti na,
heart of gold, but her language is something else. IS t nt•rt•
solution? Don't suggest I keep my kids away from h!.r. I
can't.
FRIENDLY NEli;l1Biiit
DEAR NEIGHBOR: I doubt if you would "hurt" Shirk II
you asked her to try to watch her language in front of
kids. (I also doubt if it would do much good, but it's worth a
try.I Just tell your kids it's not nice to use "bad" words. And
let them know that there are some "good" people who use
"bad" words, and Aunt Shirley is one of them.
DEAR ABBY: Our beautiful, 20-year old daught!•!-
about to marry a fine, high-principled man who re -c'-
moved to this rather small town. The young man has a s•r• •
religious background and is as strait-laced is anyone
ever known. I'm sure if he knew about our daughter's pa,'
and _that shellas already lied to him about her virgin:;.
would have been-long gone.
My husband and I love our daughter and want her
happy, but we feel she should be honest K it h
fiance —and admit that she has made some Mistakes
feel that this is not only the honorable thing to do,
could save her and her husband some serious problems •
the future.
Many of the people. in this town know that our daio I. 7
had a very bad reputation in her teens, and since shi• pi. :• -
to live here after her marriage, her chances of being ,tt,
hide her past are nil.
Abby, she reads your column every day and say s y,i
vocate withholding the truth in a situation sush af, !fa
you do, forget this letter; if you agree with us. please a,
this in your column soon.
TROUBLED Mol
DEAR MOTHER: I agree that your daughter should f n
fess that he is not the first man in her life. To lie about this
would be a serious mistake. How many others, and the
details, however, need not be part of the confession. If
going to make a difference in the way the young man kid,
about her, she's wise to tell him now.
DEAR ABBY: Charlie and I have been married for •
years. We have eight kids. No twins.) He just told no
he is trying to think up some minor crime to comnii•
they'll lock him up.
Charlie isn't a violent man, but he's threatening tfi
policeman or throw a brick through somebody's wind',
they.11 arrest him and take him to jail. He says thi,
around this house is driving him crazy.
Abby, I can't gag the kids. Besides I didn't ha‘,.. .„
alone, and if t can stand them, so can he.
Charlie says he's fed up with me and the kids and
life, and the only place for him is in a nice quiet jail IA
nobody can bother him. Help me.
CHARLIE'S ‘t IF 1,
DEAR WIFE: I've heard of men trying to break 01 1 of
jail, but never INTO one. If Charlie is joking — laugh. it
serious, you'd better get him to a doctor to have his head
examined.
Who said the teen years are the happiest? For bh,
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write Alibi,:132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a
long, stamped l2A cenfitsl, self-addressed envelope, pleas.•
Concert Stampede Kills
11; Several Others Hurt
By BILL VALE
Associated Press Writer
CINCINNATI i AP) —
Panicked f iris stampeded
their way into a rock concert
by "The Who" on Monday
night, and Fire Chief Burt
Lugatianni said at least 11
people were killed in the
crush.
At least eight persons
suffered serious injuries,
officials said, and many
others sustained minor in-




LEXINGTON, Ky. I AP) —
Fayette County Attorney E.
Lawson King Monday began
preparing an appeal of a
Fayette Circuit Court ruling
that paved the way for Sunday
sales in Lexington department
stores.
King said he expects to file
the appeal with the state Court
of Appeals as soon as possible.
and before the end of the year.
Circuit Judge George
,Barker ruled Friday that
virtually all retail businesses
in the county' could do business
on Sunday, so long as they
operated the other six days of
the week and gave their
employees at least one day off.
Before the ruling, local
officials strtetly enforced the
state's 178-year-old bLue law,
which kept all but grocery and
drug stores, gas stations and
amusement-related
businesses closed on Sunday.
California Governor
Asked To Jan. 7 Debate
DES MOINES, Iowa AP) -
California Gov. Jerry Brown
was invited Monday to par-
ticipate in a Jan. 7 Pilate with
Democratic presidential
candidates Jimmy- Carter and
Edward Kennedy.
In view of your. recent
decision to establish a cam-
paign in Iowa, and your public
pledge to return to Iowa
.continuously' beeween now
arid the Jan. 21 precinct
caucuses, we believe youhave
,,on twitted yourself to a
serious campaign effort in this
state," James P. Gannon,
executive editor of the Des
Moines Register and Tribune.
said in a telegram to Brown.
•'Because of this change in
your position, we are now
extending to you an invitation
to participate."
President Carter and
Kennedy last month accepted
invitations to the forum, the
first scheduled in the face-off
for . the 1980 Democratic
presidential nomination.
Brown initially was ex-
(• I uded from the debate
because the Des Moines
newspapers said he had not
mounted a serious campaign
in
Play To Be Given
By MHS Speech,
Theatre Department
. Our Town," -a play by
Thornton Wilder, will be
presented Dec. 10 and 11 by
the Murray High School
speech and theatre depart-
ment.
The cast, announced by
Suzanne Hill, director, in-
cludes Charles Beaman,
Lynne Beatty, Bill Bossing,
Lewis Bossing, Matt Burke,
Don Fleming, Dean Hain-
sworth, Mark Hussung., Nancy
Kiesow, Rich Kupchefla, Ben
Moore, Gus Moore, Susan
Nall, Kellie Overbey, Mark
Overbey, Kimberly Owens,
Mary: Ann Roberts, Julie
Sams, Dean Stoddart,
Whitney Taylor, Alison
Wallace, Sandra Whaley and
Sharon Whaley.
"*Oiir Town' was chosen
because it not only challenges
the imagination of the actors,
but also challenges the
imagination of the audience."
Hill said.
to five hospitals.
Ray Schwertman, a 49-year-
old usher, said the crowd
surged through a door into the
17,000-seat Riverfront
Coliseum just before the gates
were to open at 7 p.m.
"First, they threw a bottle
through a window in the door.
Then they pushed through the
hole, making it bigger. Three
or four of us tried to hold them
back, but it was no use.
"We couldn't hold them
back.. .They carriedin one boy
and laid him on a table and he
died. Others were laying out
on the plaza," said Sch-
wertman.
"I've never seen anything
like it," Lugananni said. "I
can't even tell you what killed
them."
Officials listed the dead —
most of them said to be of high
school or college age — as
seven males and four females.
Dr. Alex Trott, emergency
room supervisor at Cincinnati
General Hospital, said the
victims suffered multiple
bruises, and "there was some
evidence of footprint-like
injuries."
The concert, which was sold
Out, went on as scheduled
after the victims were taken
away. Many concert-goers
were apparently unaware of
the deaths and injuries, and
they were not mentioned from
the stage.
Concert-goer Michael
'Jordan, 17, said: "I was in the
noddle. It was crazy. You had
to fight to save your life."
And 15-year-old Suzanne
Sudrack said: "You could see
people getting hurt. People
were flailing elbows and
smashing noses. You could see
people going down."
A paramedic, who asked not
to be identified, said: "We
have all sorts of life saving
devices. We have. drugs. We
have highly trained people,
and none of it did a bit of good.
They just died. We couldn't
save a one of-them."
Jeff Chaney, an Army
veteran and a student at
Miami (Ohio) University, said
he did mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation and tried to save
three of the victims, failing
"because people just didn't
seem to care."
He said one woman was
alive and clutching his leg as
he tried to unsort the pile of
people, but died before she
could be freed. The concert-
goers, • he said, "...could see
the people all piled up and
they still tclied to climb over
them just to get up front."
Cincinnati Public Safety
director Richard Castellini
said the victims were ap-
parently trampled or suf-
focated. He said the rush on
the door occurred because
some seats for the concert
were reserved while others
were available on a first.
come, first-served basis. He
said he would seek an or-
dinance to require that only
reserved seats be sold to such
concerts in the future.
Mayor J. Kenneth Black-
well, who was sworn into his
first term Saturday, said
many concert-goers stood in
line for up to seven hours, and
"when they saw the .doors
open, everybody made a mad
rush — they lost all sense of
rationality."
He added: "There were
thousands of youngsters here,
some drinking beer, sonic
smoking marijuana and
others just wanting to get in
out of the cold."
Blackwell said the concert
went on as scheduled because
officials feared a riot might
break out if it were called off.
The coliseum where tin,
incident occurred is the site of
niost rock concerts in -Cin-
cinnati, including recent
appearances by "The Beadli
Boys," Rod Stewart, and
"Fleetwood Mac.",
"The Who" is among tla.
oldest surviving British rock
groups, and is featured in thc
recently released film,
"Quadrophenia." The group
wrote the rock opera
"Tommy," which also
became a movie.
They were among the first
to sniash their guitars during
performances on stage - a
practice later picked up by
many other performers and
groups.
"The Who," a four-member
group popular in the United
States for 16 years, is lefi by
Pete Townshend. One of the
group's original members.
drummer Keith Moon, ,died
from an overdose of sleeping
pills in September, 1978, at age
31.
The band's albums have
included "Who's Next" and





CINCINNATI ;API — Here
is a partial list of the victims
who died in a stampede at a
rock concert Monday evening
at Riverfront Coliseum,
The Hamilton C-ounty
coroner's office reported that
three youths remained
unidentified early this mor-
ning.
The victims were:
Peter Bowes, 15, of
Wyoming, Ohio.
Tebatadd, 20. of Cincinnati.
David Joseph Heck, 19;of
Kentucky.
Connie Burns, 18, of
Miamisburg. '
James Warmoth, 20, of
Franklin, Ohio.
Bryan Wagner, 17, of Fort
Thomas, Ky.
Karen Morrison, 15, of
Cincinnati.
Jacqueline Eckerle, 15, of
Cincinnati.
BASKETBALL
On Dec. 4 Murray State will
play Roosevelt University at
7:30 p.m. in the Arena.
Bleacher seats are $4, adult
general admission is $3, and
















































































A final settlement of accounts
has been Ned in the Calloway
District Court by- Ralph Ed
wards Executor of the estate
of Audrey Edwards deceased
Excegtions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before
December 12 1979 the date
of hearing





In order for your ad to appear
on the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
ideadlines An ad must be call- •
ied or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to ap-
pear in the next days paper.
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper they
must be called or brought in by
; 10 AM on Saturday
To have an ad cancelled
• before publication you will
!need to contact us by 8 AM I
that morning in order for it not







































This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip





5 Adam s son
9 Seine
12 Encourage













































7 Guiqp s high
note
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I'VE MADE OUT A LIST
TO HELP L(Ot.) DECIDE
WHAT TO 6ET ME
IT 5' NICE OF YOU TO TAKE
ME TO THIS FANCY PLACE--
WHAT'S ON THE MENU?
II CO4SKR 4
V
VVELL . I THINK YOU'VE
I'LL GO TO MY GOT TV





















1SHOP EARLY1N' EASY 
1 
BIBLE CALL
History as Seen Through
the Bible - 759-4444.
For Teens; Making the
Most of Your Life - 759-
4445.
Jesus states in Mattnew 121.
Not every one that saith unto
me. Lord. Lord. shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven, but he
that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven --
Sabbath worship service. Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm Bible
study. 6 til 7 and 1 til 8 even-
ings Study by phone anytime
Free Store for the needy All
donations appreciated Anyone
having need or would like Bible.
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store. 759-4600
Better health through better
nutrition Call today for Infor-
mation. Murray . Nutritional
Consultants. 753-9960
Have a broken




WELL Mq HANG'S ARE
FULL RI6HT NOW..COULP
qOU PUT IT SOME PLACE






Stylist' makine 6 bu,,,r




Foshron • and Flex Stitch' disc'
drop-in bobbin 4-step built-in
•Bel Air Shopping Center
/53-5323
rk


















3.-taid of Thanks 
I would like to thank
everyone for their kind support
at the time of the death of my
father. Karl vonSoest in Celle.
Germany
His daughter. Hella Tina Olson
and her sisters and brothers in
Germany
5st and-AriFound 
Lost Female Pointer bird dog.
White wrth brown ears Last
seen in New Hope area Call
753-1699 
Lost Half Collie. half German
Shepherd, brownish red wagg-
ing collar and lease Answers to
Christan. Reward! Call 753-
6225.
6. Help Wanted 
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes. Free details Reply'
Titan-S12. Box 94485.
Schaumberg, IL 60194. 
Office help wanted_ 5 days per
week. $3.00 per hour. Must
type_ Send resume to P 0.-Box
32Y.
Part time help needed. apply
in person only. Watson's Fish




Good pay. benefits Call M-W
11 am -2 pm 1-800-238-4481
9. Situation  Wanted 
Intelligent, industrious,
secretary-bookkeeper wants
position with potential Wage
$350 to $400 753-5184 or
753-5285
Will babysit in my home, days
or nights Come by and see me
at 519 South 13th St •
anytime.
14:Want To Buy  
Want to buy, one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray., Call 753-0193 after 5
pm
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm 
Want to buy sturdy bicycle ex-
erciser 753-9331 
Want to buy- wood burning
'stove with thermotat and
blower. Call 759-1799 
Buying All Kinds of
Scrap Iron & Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Up Service
Maid, gy Hours 8 am.-4 p.m.
492-8880
VJanl utpy good used free
wheeler. 90 or 110. Call /53-
6215 
15. Articles For Sale
Bargains! Leaf rakes. $1.99,
chain saw files. all sizes, 79
cents each: air conditioner
covers. $1 99, fire shovels. 99
cents each, windshield de-icer,
12 oz spray can. 88 cents:
duct tape 2-x180' roll. $2.59:
stove pipe, $1.39. heat
bulbs. 250 watt. infra red.
$1  19 each Wallin  Hardware,
Parrs
Christmas Special! Purple Mar-
tin houses. 6 rooms. $23.99,
12 rooms. $36.99. 18 rooms.
$4999. 24 rooms. $59.99
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
compact. 1200 watt. light
weight. $9 99 Wallin Hard-
ware
16. Home Furnishings 
Christmas Special' Club
aluminum 7 piece set, $33.99.
8 piece set. $39.99, 10 piece
set. $49.99. 11 piece set.
$59.99 Choice of colors
Wallin Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special! Slow
cooker. 5.2 quart high and low




Radio with 8 track
player AM/FM radio,
fluorescent clock,
snooze, alarm, wake to





Wake to alarm or
music, tone controi.
smoze, tiO min sleep
switch
$29.95
Model 2424 Hand Reid
ANI/FM/Cil Radio
131x k Cabinet a, ith Silver Color
Trim
'40 Channel CR Receiver






222 So. 12th In the Rear I




Have your heirloom diamond
reset with Keepsake care
Your precious heirloom diamond will blaze with
renewed beauty when it is reset with Keepsake
care in a new 14 Karat yellow or white gold
mounting. Choose from our complete collection
of distinctive settings, and we'll recreate your








Furnituie and appliances Full
size bed, head board, toot
board, frames, twin size bed
with box springs and mattress:
also extra springs and mat-




homemade tool boxes Call
753-2532
16.  Home Furnishings 
Christmas Special! 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with copper bottoms. $29.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Christmas Special! Revereware.
Saucepan 1 quart. $1099. 2
quart. $14.99: 3 quart, $16 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Silvertone






Dress shirts, Sport shirts, Flannel shir-
ts, pajamas, robes, sweaters, leather
jackets, all weather coats, jeans,
overalls, dress pants, socks and un-
derwear by Hanes. Work shoes, dress
shoes, work pants and shirts to mat-










Why apply to Lourdes
Hospital?
01. Patient ceutered philosophy of nursing care.
• 02. Extensiv^MIENTATION to assure a smooth
transition from the academic setting.
*3. POSITIONS offered in virtually every area of
nursing care.
04. Opportunities or ADVANCEMENT.
05. Excellent ENVIRONMENT in a new 323 bed
facility completed in 1973.
06. A well rounded BENEFIT package, including
vacation, holidays, long term disability, retire-
ment and health insurance.
Whore do you apply?
Director of Nursing
Lourdes Hospital
1530 Lone Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42001
1502 444-2122
An Equal iipportunity Employer /1-.41
1' X(i. niE: %it Eft 41 f•% 1 ltt K 1 ui.!,(1.1,i 
Dri.crtiOct 4












16-. Home Furnishings 
.",strhas Sneciai t Water Pulse
- Vassage Deluxe Head.




cleaning Munsey ovens Mooel
353. $27 99. model 351
$43 99. Model 359 $49 99
Wallin Hardware Paos. •
C - V 4 , 1- 4 ..,, ...- :..: .: ,,_ . 
:: . ,:
,. GIVE T. HA T SPECIAL.
.
: PERSON THAT
























Open Till 8:00 P.M. We Accept Visa Et ••
Mon. Thru Friday Master Charge •
• • ,.. 4 " (.4 •
- 
16. Home Furnishings 16. Home Furnishings
-a+f-FrartglaS--S,ReC431! CPTelle a Moving must sell all furnitc,•t.
pressions 20 piece sets All 753-1864 ask for Martha after
2atterns $4699.Wallin Hard- 1 call 753-9828
ware qris
For sale Couch and chair
green. Colcmai style like new
1150 435-4593
Christmas Special! Victorio
Number 200 Tomatoe ulcer
$20 99 Azolin Hardware.
Paris
Reci,r hair end, table.




Electric cook stove. Frigidare.
very nice. $40 Roil-a-way bed
coil springs, good mattress
$35 Also other !terns 753
0848 
For sale Maple tacle with tor
mica top and 6 Ethan Allen
chairs. $125. Deluxe pine table
with formica top and 6 cap-
trans chairs for $275 Greer
Whirlpool washer $75 All Ir.











staimess steel in 4 ric.le
seit ninmmg double compart
ment $29 99 $39 99 and








vacuum cleaner Operates on
1-2 volt system includes 15 ft
cord, nozzle brush crevice tool.






Frost proof hydrants 2 ft bury
depth For yards or barn lots
525 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
For sale. Blue and red Heeler
pups Excellent stock dogs 8
weeks old Dec 25th Shown by
appointment only i502t 886-
4719 
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor completely equipped in-
cluarng monitor. $27.000,
Jonn Deere 21 disc $6250
John Deere model 7,000
planter with monitor $8500
13 John Deere chisel plow
$1850. John Deere 6 row
cultivator. $2000. John Deere
15 harrow. $3000. John Deere
6x16 plow $3350. John- Deere
rotary hoe $110 Al! equip-
ment one year old and in brand
new condition WM soil
seperately or ail together
Phone 489-2.141 after 5 pm.
Vac- Case tractor Sears
..'eader seeder and Mon-
,- --te-v Wards post hold. dig
. 753-4094 
Aheelbarrows 51588 52999
$39 99 and SE.,9 99 'Wallin
Hardwa-e
20. Sports Equipment
For sale Remington 870 12
guage 30-30 Marlin- rifle. Both
are like new Cali 753-1208
Remington model 552 De • -
32 bushnell scope an.:
e J e carrying case fired ap-
proximately 100 rounds New




Used Spinet piano Buy this
beauty and save' Clayton s - I
& 8 Music 753-7575
-Satisfied Customers Are Oer
Main Concern"
1W1406 West Main • 753-3315
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
' 209 Walton Street
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
:VIOnda -Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $1.25 PRICE SHAVE 75'
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Christmas Special' Skil saws
all with 7'4- blade. model 538
$29 99, model 574. $34 99.
model 576 $4999. model
559. $5999 model 553
579 99 Wallin Hardware
Paris.
ox12 foot steel trailer custom
built dual axle tail lights
bumper hitch Call 1538500
after 5 pm
Lawn sweeper Sweep your
lawn in Ode tenth the time
Push [Ale, 539 99, pull type
31 10 bu capacity $11999





Color console RCA tv $50
8-track AM-FM stereo with
recorder and stand Cheap' Call
753-2385
For sale stereo with AM FM
turntable, 8 track tape player
matching speakers and stand
Call 753-4935 before 5 pm or
436 5424 after 5 pm, ask for
Joe
Panasonic stereo has AM-f M
and FM stereo receiver has
automatic record changer 8-
track player and recorder Two
Panasonic Thruster speakers
Call 753-4935 before 5 pm and

















Open Nights a Sunday Aft. rd
a 24. Miscellaneous




News $-6:38 pa. Ten. nay Sat.
Limited Supply Lay-Away Early a





AM/FM with 8 ttack
$300.00
II 753-6531 ask for
,
rp)flit r.r,
r ion Pail $26 99 A a
. ardware Paris
- -
''able horn., anchoring sup
es available al 'Wallin Hard -
%are . Parr,
e Tote Machine It s a dolly
s a cart It a a hauler Its a
wood carrier It s an outboard
motor -raddy-- a teat- arrt
24. Miscellaneous brush cage. $79 99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
25. Business Services-• 
SkJ Router
H dr,, 547 $24 99
Hatcw-lie j'at s
Oh r opec ai' SkI cur-
dles -, d-c: 2 speed
recriar.geac rever Jng model
Hard-
Classical guitar excellent con- cr,
tor. 5100 Call 753-9458
spaik
 •
A bracelet should be fun.
Have a message engraved on one of these
new idents- a favorite song, an address, a
special occasion. Create a really fun




22. Musical -23. Exterminating
Spinet piano used like new U.,
ed console and grand pianos
Practice pianos New Baldwin
pianos and organs Lonardi,
Piano Company, across from















Blacktop driveway sealer. ;






" ,;*Itl for the
car -ices. 16














feeder pigs Also a
-)pper for pickup
744 al'er 5 Pm
Maybel.e loyrier Bra s AN°.
Kentucky Alfred Angelo bridal
gowns bridesmaid s dresses
and veils sizes 6 to .24:

































N Don't let your table be un- Ai
t dre.ssed for Christmas - a. 
Ali
At
• beautiful selection of Ai
N Aii






















27. Mobile Home Sales 29. Heating-Cooling
1969 Winston 52x12
bedworn central heat parriaii.,
furnished 753 2364
28. Mob. Home Rents
• rushed 2 bedroom trailer 3
miles east- - $120 per month
plus deposit Call 753 3534
Two bedroom trailer $50
deposit $130 per month
water furnished No pets
Phone 753 2377
Two bedroom 1 or 2 adults no
pets 1 •mile on 12L South
Water and garbage' pickup fur













Paris Coal Company 504 N
Market Street Paris TN. 901
642-5721 We are now deliver-
ing coal in your area. Call col
Iect for orders We will save you
money'
26.11/1-adio
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 5: color t v Warranted












ME STORE FOR MEN EENTER •
27. Mobile Home Sales
10)64 two bedroom trailer
with fold out dining and living




12x55 Hallmark 2 bedroom,
pirtially furnished. washer and
- dryer. all electric Priced at
$4500 Call 753-0827 before 2
PM
It you have been looking for a
place to put your mobile home,
see this convenient lot Close to
town and schools on paved
road with city water and all
titilties installed Ready to
hookup. It's only $4800 Call
for details. Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724
12x60. 1972 Jubalee central
air, washer and dryer. partially
furnished, all carpeted Call
376-2082
Moving out of state, must sell
1974 Magnolia double wide
mobile home Can be used as 2
bedrooms or 4 bedrooms 2 full
baths, living room, dining
room„ and den. Gas .heat,
carpOted throughout. new 34 7
ton central air With.or without
furniture Can be seen between
9 am and 7 pm at 147 Riveria
Courts
1973, Revere, 12x65, 3
bedroom. 2 bath, completely
furnished including washer
and dryer, central heat and air.
priced at $5250 Call 753-
2162. 
Iwo bedroom. 10x50 Marlette
Completely furnished and air
conditioned Excellent condi-
lion. $2600 436-2430
Aim conditioner covers $1 99 to
53 99 Wallin Hardware Paris
Electric heaters Automatic
with fan forced air 1320 watt
$1499 1500 watt $1899
Wallin Hardware Paris
30. Business Rental
Fur rent 10013 square foot
Soothside Shopping Center
next to Jim s Shoe Outlet Cali
753-66l-
32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartment 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments South
16th /53 6609
For rent 2 bedroom duplex
available immediately $200
















Basic dog obedience ci.1
start Decem.b_er 4, 6_ 30 pm All
ages all breeds Special pro-
▪ darn tor 2 to 4 month puppies
• All 436-2858
NOW OPEN
THE CHRISTMAS WAREHOUSE STORE
Where Every Item In Stock Is
50% OFF OFF TAil"
0411/11 11 MOW *IF 007
. -
HI RI ARE • 71* 04 T THINGS
,OULI 11000
..••••••• sr.. one VP... ...re
. , • . .
. . . . •
















▪ I . 20 MILE
. DELIVERY
7S3-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 a 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U.
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
a 60. Buy the best for less.
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38. Pets-Supplies
Boarding and grooming tor
Christmas holidays We board
any type of pet Make your
reservations early Hidden
Valley Kennels. 435-4481 t ynn
Grove
1'7 year old Doberman biack
and tan, $15 Also 3 feeder
pigs. 515 each See -at 626 N
4th St
PUT IT IN THE
For sale Blue and red Heeler
pups Excellent stock dogs 8
weeks old Dec 25th Shown by
appointment only (502) 886
4119
Pre Christmas Sale All types
grooming were $12 00 now
$1000 By appointment Con
rue Lampe 436-2510
Poodle trimming in home. 10









Owner left state -
lovely 4 br., and study,
situated on tree-
studded lot. This char-
ming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room 2 baths,








































Love. trees? Then you will love
this 10 acre tract with trees
and trees and trees: plus the
most unusual Cyprus and Cedar
home, decorated with hand-
carved shingles and antiqu,
fixtures plush carpeting an ,:
quiet seclusion. Only person,
viewing can allow you to at,
precia.te this gem Call Spat
Realty Associates. 753-7724.
You only live once so enjoy life•
'more in this attractive
home 18x30 Great room, 3
bedrooms one has fireAcel
built-in country kitchen, large
wooded lot See for yourself by
calling 753-1492 Century 21
Loretta lobs Realtors.
Purdom & Thurman


































Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.









and family room with
built-ins. Outside
storage - large wood-
working shop, fenced
in backyard with plen-
ty of shade. Priced in
the $30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for full time Real





This 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick has what it takes
for those who enjoy en-
tertaining friends and
family. For those long
winter nights, there is




with bath. Add a nice
patio, 2 car garage,





Quality and convenience are
yours in this lovely smaller
home Maintenance free ex-
terior, lust redecorated in-
terior Large . lot, trees and
landscaping are all part of this
extraordinary package lust for
you Call 753-1492 Offered by




This four bedroom, 2
bath home is complete
with a large en-
tertainment and
family oriented den.
You can truly enjoy
this winter by the
large oval gas log
fireplace and not have





1222. We are members
of the Multiple Listing
Service.
Tender Loving Care is
evident when you in-
spect this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. The great
location is ideal for
your family, in the city
school district. Low
utility bills are




opening on to the patio
make this a home
you'll love to call your
own. Owner being
transferred. Priced in
the $50's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
'VS • ww,e. Sw.1.411
Good junk food, Sis, but
food."
43. Real Estate
Four bedroom home on wooded
lot in city school district Den.
17x24 with fireplace and wet
bar, 2 full baths For more in-







l'h 401 474.2986 174-371 t
uth F ult..n T,rin
To please a lady! House flows
for easy living and gracious
entertaining...den and study
each with fireplaces, unique
kitchen with island, double
oven and dishwasher, .3
bedrooms. 2 baths. This home
has economical gas heat and is
located on a shady lot west of
town. For more inforeation call
753-1492...Offered by Century
21 Loretta lobs Realtors.
Time for a change Stop paying
` rent and enjoy Kentucky lake
living lust $15,000 will put
you in this delightful A-frame
Cozy one bedroom with wall to
wall carpeting Turn your rent
into an investment today. Call





for sale Parts for 197,
Chevrolet Custom Coupe 75
6788 after 5 pm 753-4108
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
49. Used 64
1974 Brougham LTD good con-
dition. $800 Call 753-8361
1972 Cutlass Oldsmobile ex-
cellent condition $750 Call
753-9817 after 4 pm
1969 Cutlass for sale Please
cal; after 430 pm
For sale 1973 Maverick. 302
junk V8. power and air $1000 767-
6356
111.01411.04002,411aS Wes waa. Q,(22.
•
6 Oz. Lobster Tail
Surf & Turf 
60, rowdier LtyFilep
$13.95
le oz. Chopped Sirioun   $4.95
Seasoned W,,F .4901 touc holon, on s 6 strict.,
8 Oz. Rib Eve  $7.25
$7.95
$7.95
6 OZ. Lobster Tail  $850
Stroll In Site flig fl Quality
10 OZ. Kansas Gty Strip 
Cooked to o peak of pterfetiction
60z. Queen filet 
For the Outer Hearts
A ?rot itrst lc,. roc
16 Oz. T-Bone  $8.75
A IA.& mon sited stook
80z. Net Mignon  $9.25
Only the rhos, hooc• beet tenders
12 OZ. New tor& Strip  $9.25
The eecy best
Sirloin For Two(with oil the trimmings) Our Famous
Salad Bar (a meol in itself. you'll find it a true delight -
one time tTlrough only please)
$14.95
Spaghetti
Roof ioiio,, S1..'5bet9 h401 so.<*  $3.75
Topped with 0, own sp•clo/ sauc• prepared EriAn CM Old Italron recipe
nc ude 1 a trip our salad bor and a loaf of fresh oven-baked bread
°Orient's serves unly the Knelt in US. Choice /eel, cut fresh ea..
IINO(RMSS NOT GUARANTEED ON MIA WELL-DONE STEAKS
•
tint s










( Free Drilling + a Free Game
Pro Line
*Golf Clubs *Balls *Bags-Shoos
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, 11-11etk Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing
REDUCED  OUR jois pmEtp.








or sale 2 wooded lots near
Kentucky lake Electric, water,
and sewer hookups. Ideal for
home or trailer. Call (217) 223-
3765
47. Motorcycles  
For sale: 1979 Honda Odyssey
or trade for dependable car.
Call 437-4437
1912 model 500 Kawaski,
3.000 actual miles like new.
$800 Call 753-5463 or 753-
/347
Yamaha Enduro 100. is street
legal, turn signals and lights.
Never ridden, due to illness.
May be seen Yamaha Dealer,
East 94 Sharp'
48. Auto. Services
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
tread depth, 7 rib with 120
tread wear level. 478x13".
$22.55 plus 1.72 FEL
E78x14", 126.10 plus 2.20
RI; F78x14-, $26.97 plus
2.32 FIT: G78x14" or 15",
$28,83 plus 2.54 FIT,
H78x14" or 15", $30.02 plus
2,76 FET; 178x15'', $32.11
plus 3.06 FET. Wallis Hardware,
Paris.
47:Motorcycles
1978 Yamaha DT-125, extra
low miles, excel ent condition
$600 753-962C
48. Auto. Services
Used motors 390 Ford. 440




1977 Ford LTD II, 4-.door
sedan $2300 Call 753-5421
after 5 pm
1977 Grand Prix. white with
red Landau 1-top, air condition-
ed, power windows and locks,
cruise and tilt. AM-FM 8-track.
$4200. Call 437-4428.
1975 Grand Prix, excellent
condition, loaded. Retail value,
$2975_ sell far $2475 or best
offer Call 753-9906.
1976 silver Grand Prix one
owner family. "wife- Factory
mags, 30.000 miles Call 753-
3383
1977 Monte Carlo, two-tone
blue. 39.000 actual miles. AM-
FM 8-track. $3100 Phone 753-
0153 or 753-6306
1977 Mustang Mach with air
conditioning, automatic. 'power
steering, power brakes, AM-FM
stereo 8-track, only 34,000
miles Call 759-4406.
Porsche 914. 1972 yellow.
must sacrifice at $1950. needs
engine work. will trade for a
truck. Call (502)388-7498.
1969 Pontiac, 4-door. Sell
cheap Runs good Call 751
8129.
1975 Pontiac for $1650 1975
9 passenger Suberban. $1550
Call 753-4445
50. Used Trucks
1979 Jeep Renegade excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 436-
5366.
1975 Model GMC 1 ton truck



















1951 and 1973 Chevy truck
1967 Chevy van, 1971 Cadillac
May be seen at Murray Muffler.
7th and Maple
1978 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup. All power and air, tilt
wheel, sliding rear window.
rails on side. Call 489-2706
after 5 pm.
1974 Ford F-250 Flatbed, extra
heavy rear end and springs, 4-
speed transmission. 51.000 ac-
tual miles. $975 498-8913
1967 Ford pickup, 6 cylinder
automatic, mechanically good
with good body and tires
$600. 498-8913.
For sale 1979 C1-5 Renegade
Call 753-3938
1979 Jeep C1-7. V8 with
automatic transmission, hard
top. power steering, tilt wheel.
Call 753-7688 after 5 pm.
51. Campers
1973 Starcraft pop-up 753-
3938 
52. Boats and Motors
1976 Procraft, 115 Mercury
motor, good shape. lots of ac-
cessories Phone 753-7892 
53. Services Offered
ALL. TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance.'References. 
Guarenteed work Free
estimates Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home -remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters. and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks. patios. steps. free
estimates. 753-5476.
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565
Chimney brick repair Brick
house pointing, house painting
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care 489-
2774,
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate, Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
Fence Sales at Sears now Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs
For your chain link fencing
needs, contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estiMates 753-
1966
Guttering by Sears, Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
Home repairs and remodeling
services 753-2501 after 5 Pm
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills Call Sears. 753-
2310. for free estimates.
Licensed electrician Prompt
efficient service reasonable













We Dress People and Horses"
• •
i4.7:37c0.07.6.73!..7.!.•!:!..737e.Fr7.07;!••74.0r4.5i.73`..• er4!“747. 0.74 elf!••.•:





Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-




Lionsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Save time and money call us
first Millstone Development
Corp We move the earth for
your excovating needs Septic
tanks ponds and lakes
Backhoe dozer and pan work
Gravel and till dirt hauled Call
192 8258
Tractor work breaking. disking
bushhogging, blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5 after 5
753-2632
Will do plumbing, heating.
remodeling repairs around the
home carpentry and roofing
753-9600
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry. work complete-
ly guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co
Route 2. Box 4094. Paducah
KY 42001, or call day or night
1-442-7026
Nape' hanging and interior
painting. Call 437-4617 or 753-
7337.
Painting - Paperhanging Com-
mercial or residential Free

































Half Price Sale! t1,4
*All denim-Khaki-Corduroy Jackets
*All overalls to size 66
*All men & boys casual shoes
*All leather moccasins
Atg.*All womens handmade leather handbags ;313






Shoe & Saddle Repairs, Orthopedic Services !.,:it!
-Boots 8 Shoes For Every
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SnaYY t;ossett died Monday at
:55 a in at the Community
Hospital, May field. She was 75
y ears of age and a resident of
411 lot hridge Street,
Mayfield.
The Mayfield woman was a
former employee of the Merit
Clothing Company. and was a
'ember of the Northside
Church of Christ there.
She is survived by her
husband; two daughters, Ms.
Winifred Shaw. Hopkinsville,
and Mrs. Beverly Shaw Haley,
Farmington Route 1: one
brother. Frank Osborne, Jr.,
Russellville, Ala.: 12 gran-
dchildren: two great gran-
dchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 9 a.m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home. Mayfield, with John
Hoover officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the New Haven
Cemetery at Ridgely, Tenn.
Friends may call at the




Final rites for Mrs. Hubert
I Ruth) Boggess of Almo Route
I were held Monday at 2 p.m.
at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the: Rev. Bob Dotson of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers were Douglas
and Gregory Smith, Kenneth
and Timothy Starks, and
Buddy and Jimmy Anderson.
Burial was in the Coles Camp
Ground Cemetery.
Mrs. Boggess. 79, died
Saturday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband: two daughters, Mrs.
Odell Smith, Benton Route 6,
and Mrs. Lola Mae Starks,
Madison Heights, Mich.; one
sister. Mrs. Helon ThWeatt,
Murray; two brothers, James
Wesley Anderson, Murray,




Federal-State Market News Service
December 4,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 354 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .5041.00 higher Sows steady in-
stances .50 lower
US 1-2200-230 lbs 638.00-38.50
US 2200-240 lbs 637.75-38.25
US 2-3240-250 lbs. $36.75-37.75
US 2-4 260-290 lbs. -
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs.  826.00-27.00
US 1-3 300450 Ibis  625.00-26.00
US 1-3450-900 lbs.  626.00-27.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs. . $27.00-27.50 few 28.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 
" 
. . 624.00-25.00
Boars over 300 lbs 20 
Funeralls Today
For Mr. Underwood
Funeral services for Stacy
Underwood. 65 year old
resident of Route 2, Puryear.
Tenn.. are being held today at
2• 30 p.m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. H. D. Hudson
and the Rev. Dossie Wheatley
officiating. Mrs. Oneida White
is organist and soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Roger, Danny, Dale, and Tony
Underwood. Ricky Owen. and
Larry Jackson, nephews.
Burial will " follow in the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
Mr. Underwood died Sunday
at 3:20 p.m. at the.-Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
One daughter. Marilyn. died
at the age of 10 years.
He is survived by his wife,
.Mrs. Martha Richerson
Underwood: two daughters,
Mrs. Don .Brady, Martin,
Tenn., and Miss Tracy
UnderWood, at home; one son,
Gregg Underwood, at home;
three grandchildren--
Kenneth. Leslie, and Donna
Brady; three sisters-Mrs.
Rex JacksOn. Mrs. Gordon
Owen. and Mrs. Dorotha
Perry: six brothers-T. J.,
Earl, Everette, W. D.,





Mack T. Hosford, retired
,,farmer
 of Puryear. Tenn.,
•
died Monday at 1:10 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 84 years of
age.
The deceased was born July
15, 1895, in Stewart County,
Tenn. His parents were late
Sam Hosford and Fannie
Lyons Hosford.
• Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Cora Mathis flosford, to
whom he was married on July
23, 1914; two sons, Joe M.
Hosford, Murray, and Luther
Hosford, Nashville, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Opal Kemp,
and one brother, Charlie
Hosford, both of Paris. Tenn.;
four grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
Mr. Hosford was a member
of the 'Puryear Church of
Christ where funeral services
will be held Wednesday at 11
a.m. with Priestly Scott of-
ficiating. 
Burial will follow in the
Puryear City Cemetery with
the arrangements by the
Ridgeway Morticians. Paris,
Tenn., where friends may call
until the funeral hour.
In 1960, Canadian army
units were formed for service




Is Coming To Big K
Check The Murray





Mrs. Amos Margie Gor-
don South of Paducah Route
3 died Sunday at 12.15 pin at
the Baptigt Memorial
Hospital, Memphis. Tenn.
The deceased was 65 years
of age, a former resident of
Benton. and a member of the
Oak Grove Batist Church.
She is survived by her
husband; three daughters-
Mrs. Marie Morris, Grand
Rivers„ Mrs. Delores Brad-
ford, Benton. and Mrs.
Patricia Long. Benton; one
son, Herman Lovett, Benton:
two brothers, Earl Gordon,
Atlanta, Ga.. and Paul Gor-
don, Kirksey; 15 grand-
children: four great grand-
children.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home. Benton, with. the Rev.
A. M. Johnson and the Rev.
David O'Neal officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the.
funeral home.
Working Parents,
- Children To Be
Discussed At UCM
The Implications of
Working Parents on Child -
Rearing and the Family" will
be discuSsed by Dr. Jan
Cooper Taylor at the- United
Campus Ministry Luncheon
Program on Wednesday, Dec.
5, at 12:30 p.m. in the Ordway
Conferente Room.
Dr. Taylor, assistant
professor of Home Economics
at Murray State University.
earned her Ph.D. at Texas
Woman's University in Child
and Family Studies. Her
undergraduate work was
completed at Murray State
and a Master's Degree
finished at the University of
Missouri.
This UCM luncheon
program is the final in a series
of programs held this
semester honoring -. the
International Year of the
Child. Students, faculty, and
the general public are en-
couraged to participate. Cost
for the informal meal is $1.25
and will be held in the Ordway
no Conference Room at
12:30 this Wednesday.
For further information,
call the United Campus
Ministry office at 753-3531.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of ioca, Interest at
noon. EST: today, furnished to the Mur-
ray Ledger & Tunes by First of




















General Care  16% nor
General Dynamics 561/2 -
;eneral Motors 50% 4-
Cleneral Tire 20% -
Goodrich  19% - '4
Harden 12% - ".










Texaco . 29% -%
Wal Mart  35 -%
Wendys  12B 121/2A
ATTENTION
Top Prices Paid For
Scrap Iron Junk Stoves - Refrigerators
Water Heaters, etc. . .
ALSO
Copper. - Brass- Batteries - l!ead - Radiators -




To Weigh Your Material
COME TO
Industrial Clean-Up
120 Barnett, ilaiel, Kentucky 42049
(Turn at Bank and go VA blocks. Sign in front of business)
WAYNE LARSON (PRESIDENT)
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-4 p.m.. NO HOLIDAYS
Phone Office (502) 492-8880, Home 492-8833
TAKING A CLOSER LOOK — Mark Kirk, left, a Paducah biology major. and Bill Bailey,
a Murray pre-med major, study slides in their vertebrate histology class at Murray State
University. The course is designed for the identification and comparative study of cells,
tissues, and organs of representative mammals.
%LSI. Ptiou B) Barr) Johnson 1
Stovall Given Hearty Sendoff
For 30-Year Public Career
• By Si' RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP -
They gave Lt. Gov. Thelma
Stovall a hearty sendoff
Monday in tribute to her 30
years in public life.
About 200 persons gathered
in the House chamber for the
ceremony . followed by a
reception in the Capitol
rotunda
Gov Julian Carroll
characterized Mrs. Stovall as
"diligent, candid. hones' .and
sincere;". like Mrs. Stovall,
Carroll leaves office Dec_ 11.
•'She'll be around and you'll
be hearing from her." he said.
Former DernocratlicGov. A.
B. -Happy " Chandler recalled
that in 1955 when he ran
successfully for governor, he
selected Mrs. Stovall from a
crowd at a labor rally in
Louisville and told her:
"You're going to be the next
secretrary Of state."
She served at that post for
three different terms, plus two
terms as state treasurer anti
prior to that three straight
terms as a House member




Louie Nunn said he has known
Mrs. Stovall as a political
adversary.
"I think most of can
call you a friend," he told her.
•'and you are a lady." .
Nunn praised Mrs. Stovall
for her absence of "pettiness,
Alishbriesty or deceit" and_said
she has the virtues essential to
goi
"I never said anything
about Thelma that I could not
repeat here_ today," th.e„
for-
iiir GOP governor said, "and
that's more than I can say
about some acquaintances
and littler politicians
Carroll.. who has been
furious on occasion at Mrs.
Stovall When she used her
powers as acting governor
when he was out of the state.
commented - apparently Tin
jest that "while at timesi the
Retired MSU Dean To
Be Honored
John C. "Jack" Winter, who
retired this year after 31 years
of service to Murra State
University. will be honored
with a concert and a reception
on Wednesday evening. Dec.
5.
In appreciation of two y ears
he served as actinqdcan ef the
College if Creative
Expression, the-Faculty lirass
Quintet will appear in cora•ert
at 8:15 p.111. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts renter, follov,ed by
the reception in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery .
Winter assumed respin-
sibilities as dean during 1977-
'78 and 1978-79 while Dr..li w N.
Prince was on leave to work
with the National Endown lent
for the Arts in Washington,
jj.c. Winter also served three
years as assistant dean.
Members of the brass
quintet are: Mark Murrar and
Richard W. Farrell. trum-
pets; John Hancock. horn:
Ray Conklin, trombone: and
Dr. Robert Kidd III, tir•ass
I rombone.
Their program will feature
-Contrapunctus No. 1' by
Bach, "Morgerunusir•' 1,y
Paul Hindemith. -Quintet No.
2" by Victor Ewald. and a
collection of Renaissar ice
pieces. The quintet will also




In the wake of the recent
rescheduling of the fall
semester final exammaio ins
at Murray State University,
the following changes in the
hours for the Waterf add
Library on the campus have
been announced.:
Dec. 9 - 2 p.m until mid-
night.
Dec. 10-12 -- 8 a.rn
midnight.
Dec. 13-8 a.rn until 9 p in.
Dec. 14-15 - 8 a.m. until 5
p.m.
Dec. 16- 2 p.m. until 9 p






maintain their current hours
of service Airing the final
examination period, ac-
cording to C,




Merle Hogg and several
lighter pieces cuh as "Little
Brown Jug."
Prince emphasized that
both concert and reception are
open to-the public.
Winter, a native of Lake
Charles. 1,a., joined the
faculty at Murray State in 1948
to teach piano and organ and
• hecanie an integral part of the
music program on the cam-
pus. He was selected
I hstinguished Professor of the
Year in 1977 by the Alumni
Association.
In addition to his work as
eacher. performer, and
administrator, Winter became
well-known for recitals and
slide-tape presentations he
developed about pipe organs
in the United States, Canada,
and Europe.
He has been a leader in the
Murray Civic Music'
Association since its inception
20 years ago and has also been




While still in high school,
Winter attended the Julliard
Summer 'School. He earned
the B.M. degree at Louisiana
State University and the M.M.
degree at the University of
Michigan. He also attended
Trinity College of Music in
London, England.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILIX., Ky. I AP, - USDA -
cattle 2500; slaughter steers and heifers
not fully tested; slaughter cows 1.00-1.50
lower; slaughter bulls steady; calves
and vesiees steady; feeders 1.00 lower:
Slaughter steers mixed good and
choice 900-1050 lb 64.0046.50; standard
holsteins 1480 lb 56.20;
Slaughter heifers choice 1100 lb 65.10:
mixed good and choice 800-1000 lb 63.25-
64 70:
Slaughter, cows commercial 44.00-
46.25; utility 45.00-50.00; high dressing
51_25; 4-utter 42.00-46.50; canner 39.0°-
42.001 low dressing 36.0048.50;
Slaughter bulls 1050 lb 64.00; 1-2 1000-
150D lb 57.0042.00; 1000-1200 lb 53.75-
56.50;
siaughter calves and vealers choice
230-216 lb vealers 76.50-87.00; choice 300-
412 lb calves 66.00-73.75; feeder steers
390-500 lb 80.0046.00; 500400 lb 76.00-
84.75; 600.700 lb 73.0012.75; 700.870 lb
86.50-73.25; 300-500 lb 74.00-62.00; 300-500
lb medium frame 71.0040.00; 500-700 lb
68 00-7200; holsteins 400400 lb 63.00-
,3.00; 600-1020 lb 54.0043.00; heifers mix-
ed 300-500 lb 67.50-75.00; 500-600 lb 65.00-
7906; 600-720 lb 64.00-73.00; 350400 lb
61.5047.50, 600440 lb 55.7642.00; stock
cows 700-800 lb 56.00-59.50: 400-950 lb
46 00-54 75; 600-950 lb medium frame
4453-4(550;
Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts 50-75
higher, 1-2 200-240 lb 40 7540 95, 200.250
lb 40.25-40.75; 2-3 220-260 lb 3990-4025,
260-200 lb 38.50-3950; sows 50-1 00 lower
12 300400 lb 27 00-29 00, 400-450 lb 27 90-
2.8 50; 450400 lb 2900.29 on. 2.1 TOO 450 lb
25 75-77.00; boars over 300 lb 2551
sheep 26; choice and prima slaughter
jambs SIMS lb 36 00
media have left the im-
pression that Thelma and I
didn't get along," that was not
"When we disagreed, it was
because of the mistakes of her
staff, not Thelma," the
governor said. "Thelma never
makes ajnistake, she just gets
bad advice."
Mrs: Stovall called a special
session of the 1108 Legislature
a year ago while Carroll was
attending a governors • con-
ference in Georgia.
- Chandler's comments 'were
niainly about the Democratic
nomination arid then election
of John Y. Brown Jr., who
defeated Chandler's
preferences in both races. •
After a 58-year political
career, the 80-year-old
Chandler said, "I thought that
I knew something about
politics until this year."
He called it "unprrcedented
and unbelievable" that "a
chicken man" could win a
primary. 60 days after an-
nouncing and go on to defeat
Nunn. Brown became a
millionaire as head of Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken.
But, Chandler .said. it is a
fact of life "this is a new
generation, a new time.
Series Of Training
Courses To Be Held
At Gilbertsville
A series ot training courses
offered by the Kentucky
Occupational Safety and
Health Program's Division of
Education and Training is
scheduled to begin this week
at the Kentucky Dant Village
lodge in Gilbertsville.
The course listing, which is
offered on a regular basis at
population centers throughout
the state, has undergone
several changes which reflect
the increased emphasis on
health awareness in industry.
.. In response to the growing
demand for information about
new health-related standards.
the division has added three
new courses which focus on
health hazards in Kentucky's
workplaces. All courses are
offered free of charge to in-




Hazards" -. a six-hour course
covering employer respon-
sibilities concerning toxic
substances, noise, and other
health hazards in the work-
place. Discussion will include
means of developing an ef-
fective industrial . hygiene
program for the recognition,
aluation, control, and
medical surveillance of oc-
cupational health problems.
"Occupational Exposure to
Asbestos" a three-hour course
dealing with asbestos, a lung-
scarring and cancer-causing
substance used in construction
materials, automotive parts,
paints, paper, and a variety of
other products. The history,
uses, health effects, and
regulatory requirements of
asbestos will be discussed.
"Lead Hazards in the Work-
place" - a two-hoar course
including recent revisions of
the extensive lead standard.
Methods for recognizing,
evaluating, and controlling




registration can be obtained
by mail or telephone from;
DIViS1011 of Education and
Training; Occuplitional Safety
and Health Program; Ken-
tucky Department of Labor;
Frankfort, Ky. 40501; 1 5021
564-6895.
Britain closed the Burma
Road, China's last overland
link with the West, in 1940. •
me. mos- —e—Amow sais-mom
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and talk
with Craig Suiter, one of our salesmen.
Call Craig during the daytime at 753-2617
or after hours at 753-5909.
(Ca GM QUALITYSERVOCIE PARTS GM
CONCRAL MOTORS PARTS INVISION
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
ANO, =Vim anfem maw maim, axe* NNW.




Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 153-3642
Wicker & Unfinished
Furniture
Baskets - Planters - Chairs
\eit Tables - Swinging Chairs
S3co -f
Marvel Animals
30" High
Tigers-Lions-Giraffes
-Leopards-Zebras
Only 
$9 0 00
We Accept Visa
& Master Charge
Corner
Cabinets
Hutches
' Decon Benches
Wagon Seats
Chairs
Round Tables
Only $3995
Christmas Special
20% OFF
Custom Drapes
Woven Wood Shades
1" Mini Blinds
Custom Spreads
Pictures-Mirrors-
And Many-Gift
Items For Christmas
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